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Pearl #244 
Japan's Radioactive Water Disaster could be solved free - no cost 

Prolog 
The time has come to allow a forbidden ENERGY the German 
scientist Hoffman invented 80 years ago by splitting water into 
hydrogen. It is now well proven on the Internet and has become 
reality for me driving my car without gasoline. What is political 
denied could crack a huge unsolvable problem in Japan 
reported on TV of massive leaching radioactive wastewater 
now penetrating many drinking water aquifers, but no solution 
is in sight, already costing billions dollars. 
Enormous, deadly toxic water is encroaching nearby million 
population centers and farms in danger of being permanent 
contaminated for 100,000 years. Last year’s radiation is already 
spreading worldwide across the ocean fish and shrimp being 
poisoned with radiation and will cause substantial extinction in 
the food supply in a few years. In the same boat are global 
nuclear power stations built 40 years ago - all leak too causing 
permanently a lifeless ruined real-estate getting bigger in size.   
The solutions to most technical problems are suppressed by 
governments because they are funded under the table by a 
powerful OIL cartel, which also silenced the many MEDIA 
outlet being paid off. Asked why Germany has shut down their 
nuclear power stations, the public does not know. Massive 
death could be prevented if we are allowed to expose the 
corruption in high places so embedded in our society.      
I hope that this German-Californian retired scientist-inventor is 
not silenced believing in the Bible but could have the answer 
using the process of gaining hydrogen which has a second 
benefit concentrating radiation so it can be handled and safely 
buried inside a mountain. It would have unlimited global 
benefit even self-financing consequently should hopefully no 
longer suppress its application rather investigate new science 
discoveries linked to some forbidden Bible verses.  
Our governments should stop lying to the ignorant public, as the 
next generation kids may not be around as most LIFE on earth 
and the affected food supply is in danger to disappear applying 
Newton's Laws. It's unquestionably proven on the Internet that 
free energy should no longer be forbidden opening the door to a 
FFF proposal to save life for millions globally in the next few 
years and consequently should allow discussing the science 
evidence openly in the town square.  

How does Hydrogen Work Driving a Car? 
The present hydrogen generation devices sold on the Internet 
get the current from the car battery, but once started will fizz 
out down to producing 50% less hydrogen bubbles just driving 
a few hours. That phenomenon is inherent in water, still a 
mystery. Consequently, it would need a much bigger unit to try 
to get 100%.  
The freed up hydrogen and oxygen gases require no 
modification on your car. A simple ½ inch diameter Tygon tube 
inserted in the carburetor air-inlet will suck in the gas and 
replace gasoline. However, I recently discovered if the process 

is stopped and restarted, it gains back 100%. More information 
is available if you are mechanically inclined read (Pearl #240 on 
my web site web site below.)   

http://globalenergydevices.com/index.php 
Driving a car without gasoline started me on a journey to 
investigate how to increase the generation of hydrogen bubbles 
being interested to support refugee camps million families and 
kids need desperately free energy at no cost to cook their meals 
as firewood no longer is available. Consequently, I learned from 
physics that much of water is still a mystery for many 
universities but checking the divine Bible revealed a lot more.  
I recently discovered that magnetized water has many side 
benefits giving farmer 30% increased crop harvest while using 
less water a paradox. It also has so many medical health 
applications check it out on the Internet. What is beneficial to 
life can also prevent death if applied to deadly radiated water 
my proposal will eliminate. 
Now the Internet has gone ballistic investigating this newfound 
energy and being an inventor naturally dabbled in my garage 
too. Then I found that flipping the car battery current plus-
minus in a continued process by an added switch, can 
achieved more hydrogen bubbles. If the voltage is not allowed 
to go down to zero, it gets even more.   
Previous scientists (Pearl #240) measured the spectrum of water 
with ten (10) critical water resonance frequencies. This gave me 
an idea if we switched the resonance frequency of water from 
low to high could get us more hydrogen bubbles. I have given a 
company a diagram of an electric board ($200) and selected two 
resonance frequencies oscillating like a switch expecting to get 
twenty (20) times more hydrogen output. Another more 
complex board later could possibly give 40 times more, as 
stated on the Internet.  
But testing and measuring 100 possibilities (10x10) for a 
maximized production of hydrogen volume reached my limit 
too, as I have no special equipment in my little garage. Being 
retired successful inventor convinced it would shake out more 
hydrogen bubbles I am sure. But to tackle nuclear water 
radiation needs a special safe-laboratory, which I propose next.    

How to remove Deadly Poisoned 
Radiation 
Scientists believing in unscientific evolution religion will have a 
tough time understanding a new atom theory postulated free on 
the Internet in my web site that will make sense in our 
application. For an example, on a higher level when Fraunhofer 
spectral lines crystallize into the critical resonance frequency 
similar to water formation releasing high energy and giving 
birth to binding atoms we recognize as molecules.  
It is just the other coin-side as universities postulate on one side 
spectral lines of a light frequency theory the other like a 
paradox solid matter believed could be broken in smaller pieces 
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like a CERN atom smasher. The energy mystery glue what hold 
matter together will never be discovered with this method.   
If atoms of matter are not smashed, they could learn more about 
the embedded original creation intelligence using techniques 
investigating DNA, giving us direction how big or small to 
form, valence, or affinity. For an example, Gold (Au) will repel 
and not marry one of the (O) Oxygen sisters but Magnesium 
(Mn) or Lithium (Li) is totally on the opposite side ending in a 
fiery display oxidizing everything behaving like magnets. 
I am postulating that atoms stick together with magnetism, 
which can be shaken to separate them with a certain resonance 
frequency like as a boy was shaking the apple tree to loosen the 
apples still bonded out of reach. Understanding that principle 
could help Japan to separate deadly radiation atoms from water 
molecules, now billion gallons stored and more is spilling out 
everyday from three sub terrain geysers created from a nuclear 
meltdown.  Molecules in a water solution can be changed and 
measured by an isotopic shift (Picarrd.com) as tested with 
magnetized water (MorePlant.com). 
Isotopic shifts are best known and most widely used in 
vibration spectroscopy where the shifts are large, being 
proportional to the ratio of the square root of the isotopic 
masses. In the case of hydrogen, the "H-D shift" is (1/2) or 1/1. 
This shift reflects the differing Zero-point energy for the 
affected bonds. (Quote: Wikipedia Vibrational spectra) 
Again to find out what could work to separate the radiation 
component from water must be shaken to a certain resonance 
frequency to loosen the magnetic atom bond like an isotopic shift 
from what wants to stick together. Ten (10) water critical 
resonance frequencies have (10x10) = 100 times the possibilities 
for each percent solution change, which gets thicker when 
hydrogen bubbles are extracted. In a changing solution 
concentration we should find out its specific shifting frequency 
crossover points and continually adjust for the maximized 
generation of Hydrogen bubbles which will make the radiated 
water solution thicker like honey consistency for safe disposal.     
To make water conductive for hydrogen generation must have a 
water solution of salt (NaCl) like the ocean 4% or Potassium 
Hydroxide (KOH) but if other impurities or elements are 
present will affect the resonance frequency of water.  
Nuclear-Radiation in ocean-water-coolant is just another 
element in solution; therefore we must determine to find the 
best water resonance frequency of different combinations to 
shake for more hydrogen bubbles. But common laboratory 
workers must be aware of dangerous radiation. However could 
gain more if the nuclear water now is magnetized, an easy 
process for farmers could help to eliminate radiation?   
I postulate that deadly radiation is magnetically bonded to 
atoms and only a critical resonance frequency can loosen the 
union learned from Fraunhofer spectral lines. But my gut 
feeling as an inventor tells me that to find a solution extracting 
radiation from water is only possible by following some simple 
illustration previously made. It could have a huge, built-in side 
benefit of eliminating radioactivity very cheap. The generation 
of hydrogen process could also be useful to separate the deadly 
radiation atoms quite economically for easier disposal.  

Second Witness: an Auto Fueled by Water 
I needed a second witness proving for me a new theory why 
plain water could fuel a car and also based on the same 
principle of shaking the water molecules releasing big energy. 
A persecuted scientist used water as a fuel suppressed years ago 
and utilized an auto 4 stroke engine but must in principle treat 
the water like a humidifier and ultrasonic vaporize it by shaking 
the water molecule at a certain frequency, which is not mist, is 
not water, is not gas but an energized fog.  
The power gained comes from tiny shaken water droplets 
turning inside the pressurized cylinder exploding into flash-
steam discharge arc. But in addition must be spun around with 
an air mass. It acts like a flywheel and will store energy that is 
put to use on the next intake stroke. A static airflow has no 
stored energy, thereby wasting energy, but when accelerated by 
the intake stroke, extra air is needed. The flywheel property is 
the key why the vortex works. Unless the water is pulsed or 
modulated by shaking no extra energy can be developed.  
It is just the reverse side of the Fraunhofer spectral coin 
postulated earlier. When resonance energy is released light will 
appear inside the cylinder to us as an explosion. The ∞-neutrino 
energy from the cosmos will cross over to other coin side where 
it is converted to mechanical energy, being recognized as solid 
atoms. This application driving with water was suppressed by 
the oil cartel many years ago.  
For example, Shell Oil made a 3 million dollar profit per hour for 
every hour of every day of the entire year selling gasoline for 
your car. The Oil Cartel backed up by the US government 
military will not allow water as a fuel proven by many scientists. 
Over 200 patents improving carburetors where granted for higher 
mpg all giving over US 250 mpg savings. Not a single design has 
made it to the market place due to the fantastic opposition of the 
Oil Cartel. In England several portable electric generator using 
water as a fuel was designed but never was put on the market. 
Why? Is the inventor still alive?     
Back to our subject but should now be serious separating 
radiation from water we can learn from the present hydrogen 
converter sold in the store. But in time will find out that the 
water solution becomes more concentrated and needs to be 
readjusted, if you kept driving and need eventually adding more 
pure water to keep the hydrogen bubble maximized. 
Conversely, if you let it go, it gets a thicker solution eventually 
like salt is produced from evaporating seawater in a solar pond.   
Once more if we use the bubble hydrogen process applied to the 
concentrated radiated water solution requires that the current 
must be constantly adjusted and modified to the two critical 
resonance frequency combinations that will change with more 
hydrogen-oxygen being continued expelled.  
A reduced concentrated volume of radiated water solution 
getting smaller and thicker in viscosity must be monitored to the 
best critical resonance combination for every percentage 
solution change. When enough hydrogen-gas was extracted 
from the solution getting syrupy eventually could be disposed in 
environmental safe container drums and stored deep in a 
mountain or salt mine. I am sure being previously a successful 
inventor will work and in the process will make obscene profit. 
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Ten years ago I designed a special container to last 500 years to 
hold a rusting drum falling apart filled with nuclear waste 
material but was rejected by the atheistic establishment because 
I believe in the Bible, not tolerated in atheistic universities. 
Endless acres of decomposing drums filled with nuclear 
material are rusting in secret open-air chemical dumps, the next 
global environmental disaster you will hear about on TV. 
The outlined principle I propose could help Japan to manage the 
Yellow-Stone-Geyser radiation water problem and could even 
become self financing using the generated hydrogen explained 
in Pearl #240 to get better educated by the experts.  By using 
the deadly radiated poisoned water either bubbling continentally 
from the three Japan meltdown holes or globally from the many 
nuclear storage ponds could now extract the Hydrogen energy 
and re-using the collected gas heating clean water to steam 
could operate the electric generators without modification in 
every nuclear power station. Consequently, they could 
continually generate power in the same facility for the first time 
without a tax liability but with obscene profits with gained 
hydrogen. But at the same time which is the biggest side benefit 
for mankind and saving huge Dollar investment getting rid of 
radiation not possible with today's technology guaranteed.  
Maybe could use some left over hydrogen boiling the last 
remaining concentrated radiated water and collect the hot 
residue like a solar salt pond mixed with some binding cement 
chemicals for easy safe and cheap disposal.  Hopefully, there is 
still time to save the fish and shrimp industry as radiated tuna 
was found in San Francisco fish-stores. It will get worse as the 
Japanese meltdown geyser is still active creating global panic 
contaminating the other food supply, too.  
In the meantime, Japan’s radiated water problem can also be 
solved by pumping the water into an oil tanker, exported to a 
desert country, and put in a solar pool for evaporation. The 
solidified sludge could be re-imported for cheaper disposal. 
Most scientists are blinded by an evolution unscientific theory 
prevented to think in logic proven by a big Japanese joke but 
serious want to freeze the aquifers deep below the nuclear 
power station. Not making fun of stupid ideas perhaps Russian 
Babushka egg contain some useful science-Bible Pearls. 
My dream is to educate the next generation kids finding a better 
job starting a business mostly deep in debt if they graduated. It 
cost now $200,000 dollars to get a university degree not needed 
proven by many young entrepreneurs demonstrating free 
energy should put to shame many professors in universities. 
Applying my advice to 100 global nuclear power stations could 
yield many start-up businesses creating employment all making 
a nice profit and solve mankind's biggest nuclear radiation 
problem at the same time: I am sure it will work. I will soon 
have some more proof to fulfill my dreams giving free energy 
to the poorest refugee and those no longer finding wood to cook 
their meal & hope some FFF donation would arrive.  
The rediscovery of free energy of ELECTRICITY generated 
from Gravity, Solar and Hydrogen has many more application or 
beat me to the punch - I don’t mind? Following the energy trail as 
outlined in the 9th Babushka Egg on the Internet sent to President 
Obama and let's focus on the Bad NEWS first to widen a 
perspective to live a little longer thereafter we track the Good 
NEWS for making obscene profit.  

Technical Internet News: 
The Bad NEWS Affecting your Life  
Why do globally corrupt governments still persist, favoring an 
evil powerful Oil Cartel? Even worse, they insist on deadly, 
uncontrollable nuclear power and should have learned lessons 
from the USA accident at Three Mile Island to solve the biggest 
problem facing mankind.  
Our 21st Century Civilization must now struggle with deadly 
radiation now accelerating exposed in Chernobyl and Japan, 
unmanageable, escalating over large real estate getting bigger 
and intensifying globally creating now panic still kept silenced 
in the controlled MEDIA.  
However, this Apocalypse scenario should convince even the 
hardened skeptic as it affects everybody's life on earth being 
evil to the core. Just follow the trail. It's your life being 
shortened. Do not look at my finger but at what I am pointing 
to. Most governments in charge being paid off under the table 
as usual are still lying and covering up that most nuclear power 
station developed inevitable irrevocable cracks appearing on the 
bottom of the storage pool. Difficult to investigate with X-ray 
buried pipes and corroded equipment. It gets shoddier.  
The comatose public does not realize computers and disk drives 
built during the 1960-1980 became obsolete, as spare parts of 
complex machinery were no longer available and lost 
permanently the original digitalized data of technical nuclear 
information demonstrated by a huge fire gas ball exploding in 
San Bruno Californian forgotten where rusting pipes are buried.  
The proof is seen recently on TV that most Hollywood movie 
film and tapes before 1960 are deteriorating beyond repair. 
They will be lost for future generations as the technology 
changed so fast, and no money is allocated from Congress faced 
with an overblown budget. They just keep increasing the debt 
ceiling. They will not reduce the high salaries from the class of 
privilege employed by an out of control, bloated government.  
Our American media will not show demonstrations in Greece, 
Cyprus, Italy, Spain or Egypt and even in the USA. The list is 
long and needs continued FED bailouts printing money for the 
class of privilege. In return the people keep voting for the same 
corrupt bureaucrats fearing to keep their government job or join 
the unemployment, thus guaranteeing continued government 
benefits. But emergency bills must be paid. Watch politicians 
steal our retirement savings, raise taxes and enforce more 
outrageous fees and fines. Ask where the Fort Knox gold is. The 
math no longer matching expenses originally meant for service.    
Now prioritized toward their bloated government retirement, 
the debt is still growing as they misapply the funds. 
Government cannot fix the potholes or maintain an 
infrastructure, bridges collapsing, etc., etc.  Apply shortchanged 
funding by politicians to nuclear power station is suppressing 
big problems of buried inaccessible underground installation 
now leaching deadly radiation seeping into the submerged 
drinking water. Believe me; soon your neighborhood will be 
exposed to invisible deadly radiation living near a nuclear 
station permanently poisoning the food supply forever.  
It will get worse many nuclear power stations are leaking into 
open water or rivers that will eventual poison the ocean. Check 
the price of fish every month for a good indicator.  
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Exposing a government failure in Japan seen on German DW 
TV (4/13) being shocked using a Geiger Counter to measure 
radiation and questioning why the Japanese bureaucrats have 
not removed the many plastic bags containing radiated 
household items still sitting piled up on the open streets with 
children playing around them.  
The public was never told of the 80,000 farms lost forever and 
the many cancer deaths caused by contaminated nuclear poison. 
It is getting worse watching on TV flying a helicopter over a 
large moonscape acreage photographing huge bolted together oil 
containers lined up and filled with hot, radiated water. Now 
mostly leaking should have been welded together. Why do panic 
accidents not make local news being pointed out only by a 
foreign Media? 
Scientists are forbidden to reveal problems to the public being 
perplexed and confused. They planned to pump the poisoned 
water into the ocean to stop the irreversible leakage that will 
permanent radiate the drinking water seeping toward the 
surrounding mega cities. If spilled in the ocean, it will kill all 
fish and life terminating the food supply for the next generation. 
The brainwashed experts must decide which is worse: dealing 
with three (3) liquefied deep sink-holes formed by million 
degrees of an uncontrolled nuclear very active meltdown still 
continuously generating boiling super saturated radiated water 
like a bubbling Yellowstone Park geyser. They must find 
speedily a solution to stop the deadly poison polluting globally 
the whole ocean. If you got already cancer here is a hidden cure. 
http://hsionlineorders.net/HTML5/Sacred_Book_S/?pco=LHSI
PA34&efo=HSI130709A&xco=XHSIPA34 
If the geysers cannot be stopped from overflowing it will be 
leaching into the underground aquifers disastrous to farmers 
and people. Why is it kept quite on TV? Japan must choose 
either dig a deep trench to stop the radiated toxic water from 
flowing in the surrounding underground aquifers causing 
DEATH to many hundred thousands city population centers.  
Or build a bypass with pump stations to redirect the poisoned 
water into the ocean, but that will kill LIFE globally for 
hundreds of years. No more fish and shrimp for us morons 
living on this earth who allow such EVIL. Just announced on 
TV (8/13), “Tuna found with radiation in San Francisco store.” 
My advice as a scientist is a third solution, take it for what it is 
worth. The problem modern universities and corrupt politician 
is facing having no answer believing in evolution religion now 
postulating freezing the earth below the aquifers to stop the 
flow of radiated water. It will not work wasting billion dollars.   
Why not use a method invented 80 years ago by the German 
scientist Hoffman and split the radiated water into Hydrogen 
and Oxygen to get free clean energy. If burned at high degrees 
linked to generators, it gets free electricity. Read #9 Babushka 
egg concept book to widen a knowledge horizon. Eventually 
the remaining sludge will get more concentrated becomes 
highly toxic salt residue as the deadly radiation could now be 
stored and buried. A container drum storing hot waste was 
designed 10 years ago but believing in the Bible rejected 
political by the ignorant atheistic establishment.  
Fixing the problem will not prevent the coming Apocalypse 
prophesied in the Bible. Many corrupt government officials are 

itching to start the Japan nuclear power stations again in 2013 to 
resume the invisible illegal money leakage under the table, 
which is the real cause of the dilemma flowing to offshore bank 
accounts of many nameless bureaucrats as people have 
forgotten the previous nuclear meltdown disasters.  
What worked so well for them before still lying to the public 
will not reveal technical true science to the comatose people 
pretending to operate in a democratic environment of political 
stressed meetings?  
Many governments with nuclear power stations are in the same 
boat together getting invisible benefits. The United Nations 
Energy Departments will be inventing new LIES to keep the 
power stations operating, or continue to deny and ignore the 
massive cancer Death suppressed by the silent Media not 
reporting historic events. Just watch the food supply being 
poisoned collapsing nearby your neighborhood look to 
Germany, Japan, Russia and USA, which country is next you 
will never hear about it in the MEDIA owned by the 
brotherhood energy oil cartel.  
Perhaps the problem could be fixed and prevent worse disasters 
in the future by applying some collected UN statistic risk 
evaluation tracking earthquakes. The data shows that 
earthquakes are increasing at a 400 times higher rate and 
intensity that could cause bigger nuclear meltdowns resembling 
the Japan accident. Rapid polar ice melting will according to 
physics release embedded tectonic stress cycles stored from the 
previous earth axis wobble measured earlier by GRACE 
satellites. It will trigger bigger earthquakes based on an 
improved computer model or else we have a Japan-repeat, 
refusing to learn the lesson.  
To gain knowledge about how radiation propagates an 
American professional recently was hired, being one of the 
world's best fishermen, and got permission from the 
government to get some samples from the surrounding 
Chernobyl water pools for the Russian scientists to study how it 
affected fish. But he has very little time, a ticking clock on his 
belt to remind him of invisible radiation risking his own life.  
Being an expert caught a big catfish in that limited time all seen 
on Public TV. Now Russian scientists can investigate the genetic 
degradation and after effects of continued radiation suppressed by 
universities and governments. The Chernobyl death statistics, 
some estimate a million, will never be revealed. Overnight it 
became a ghost town of Mankind's greatest evil. It will forever be 
a lasting monument like thousand-year-old pyramids.  
Every nuclear power plant like Chernobyl will repeat the hazard 
or similar duplicated in the THREE ISLAND accident. It was 
kept quite from the public took eight (8) years to control radiation 
from exploding costing billions related to human failures 
managing complex systems. So many suppressed facts are 
pointing to a bigger prophesied apocalypse guaranteed to end our 
civilization. Every US nuclear plant is grossly underinsured only 
(12.6 billion dollars) and does not cover the past 100s of billions 
spent on nuclear rod fire accidents nobody heard about.    
Liability is nonexistent as the ownership of nuclear power is 
splintered in many limited corporate partnerships spread among 
friends and relatives. They just will file for bankruptcy and skip 
town can no longer be traced disappearing when the subsidized 
money stopped flowing in their offshore pockets to avoid taxes.   
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Or could it be when utilities usually managed by corrupted 
none-technical administration criminal on the take endorsing 
illegal fake invoices of Phantom Corporation transferring 
invisible billions of dollars to politicians and their relatives as 
no accountability exist? Why? Worse paying off professionals 
under thread of life to keep them silenced to continue the grand 
theft taxpayers stuck with.  
With all the surrounding evidence why do governments still deny 
cheap energy invented by Nicola Tesla and Hoffman? Why don’t 
they shut down and decommission every nuclear station to save 
future generations? Why are politicians so corrupt hiding illegal 
money stuffed in home freezers seen on TV yet never go to 
prison. Why don’t bureaucrats recognize that nobody is qualified 
anymore watching poisoned nuclear radiation as the many old 
educated specialists have passed away or gotten too old?  
People do not realize for 100,000 years babies will no longer be 
crying once their home is contaminated. Nuclear accidents will 
be repeated like in USA, Russia or Japan with many more to 
come because our governments and comatose caretakers are so 
ignorant? A warning now forgotten, like Japan’s Nuclear "After 
Affects" written by experts - Pearl #176 (6-29-2011).  
Watching Japan and America the system is kept going fuelled 
by corrupted fossil senators permanently reelected by a brain-
dead public funded the old-fashioned way by special interest.  
The common people where lied to and never ask do you want 
those life threatening irreversibly 100,000 years poisonous 
nuclear death machines in your neighborhood? The younger 
generation will curse them being so evil. Checking out what the 
Bible reveals that all mortals must appear before the White 
Throne after the last day of our Life exposing your innermost 
thoughts. (Matthew 12:36) The reality of every evil deed will be 
uncovered and judged according to the ancient laws no longer 
taught to our next generation children. Watch God's reaction 
revealed and plainly spelled out in his divine scripture:  

Then I saw a great white throne and the one who sat on 
it; the earth and the heaven fled from his presence, and 
no place was found for them. And I saw the dead, great 
and small, standing before the throne, and books were 
opened. Also another book was opened, the book of life.  
And the dead were judged according to their works, as 
recorded in the books. And the sea gave up the dead that 
were in it, Death and Hades gave up the dead that were 
in them, and all were judged according to what they had 
done. And anyone whose name was not found written in 
the book of life was thrown into the lake of fire, which is 
the Second Death. (Rev. 20:11-15) 

Shutting down every deadly nuclear reactor in Germany made 
good sense. Why is Germany the only global booming 
economy moving toward green energy creating new business? 
They found out that many children 5-20 Km around a nuclear 
power station where born deformed with genetic mutations fast 
growing cancers heritable linked to untold future generations.   
Published years ago, Please read: Poisoned Power: The Case 
Against Nuclear Power Before and After Three Mile Island 
by John W. Gofman PhD, MD and Arthur R. Tamplin PhD.  
Why would international governments not care about our next 
generation children still so greedy stashing illegal money in 

offshore accounts knowing that banker's are experts in stealing? 
Or favor dirty polluting Coal industry ignoring and grossly 
violating every environmental laws on the book allied to a 
depraved criminal Oil Cartel causing world oil wars and global 
chaos to create more business for the elite. The profit is used 
killing millions by selling sophisticated weapons to uneducated 
Islam brainwashed terrorist and generals to test them. 
The Oil Cartel is still controlling an immoral automobile 
industry enforcing to maximize a diminishing Oil resource. 
They never improved the car consumption which could be 
demonstrated by 200 US patents of modified carburetor to get 
over 250 miles/gal but the auto-industry will only raise the car 
price for higher profit. They do not care that the environment is 
severely damaged moving toward extinction of all LIFE. 
Worse why is green energy still suppressed seeing on TV joyful 
running many trucks even police cars driven with water 
converted by a hydrogen on-demand generator available in the 
Internet store?  Ignoring history how did Nicola Tesla drive his 
car all day around with free electricity wireless like your 
computer or telephone linked to the air? Coming home being 
shocked fired from his job and told the company was invested 
in thousands of oil wells. That policy is still enforced in modern 
time and repeated many times just check this example. 
The magazine ISRAEL TODAY (July 2013) reported a failure 
"Electrical Car Experiment Crashes" wasted $850 million and 
shutting down operations while ignoring high technology of 
gold metal award winner electric generators, Neodymium-
Boron super-magnets and capacitors technology to name a few 
obsoleting batteries? But look behind the corporate curtain: 
management became multimillionaires without selling cars?  
Cofounders GE and Renault manufacturing $60,000 gasoline 
guzzlers do not want to sell cheaper cars like China producing 
electric cars $6,000-8,000 dollars not allowed to be imported.  
Being a sister cartel converting oil shale by fracking destroying 
many productive farms permanently poison the environment. 
How greedy evil can you get destroying the environment and 
food supply for the next generation.  
Driving a car without gasoline has three witnesses; one is water 
or hydrogen the other free electricity. Many hydrogen on-
demand converters are available on the Internet store for $350 
Dollars. If you are mechanically inclined I build several in my 
garage for $35 using an empty beer or wine bottle. 
Said again free electricity is demonstrated by a machinist 
without a PhD degree seen on YouTube rigged up in his garage 
a one horsepower motor linked to a generator which runs 
perpetually once cranked. He has enough left over free 
electricity to run his bench grinder and drill press verified.  
Many other young people without a degree on YouTube 
demonstrating free electricity consequently you must either be 
very corrupt wasting $850 million Dollars or is an extremely 
ignorant executive I am sure not honest ignoring science. 
My 9th Babushka egg concept books shows you how to design 
16 electric generators and the last one generates enough energy 
can fuel a Concord Jet with free electricity for obscene profit. 
That was sent to the President Obama never got an answer or a 
Noble Prize now dishonored given to terrorist and corrupted 
government officials. Instead being visited by the IRS and 
fearing prison retribution God told me gift all your patents to 
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ISRAEL surviving the Apocalypse meant for a future 
generation. Being lucky America still allows freedom of speech 
and religious opinions from the Bible linked to science 
guaranteed by a fading Constitution.  

Now the Good NEWS Affecting your Life  
The year 2012 is still famous as it marks the threshold of the 
biggest science "deception" on the Internet. The many evolution 
trained PhDs repeating a mantra, NOT POSSIBLE, over and 
over. That atheistic clatter is disproved by many defiant 
scientists demonstrating on YouTube videos that unlimited; 
totally FREE GREEN ENERGY has always existed. Why was 
it suppressed globally for 80 years?  
That can be answered just read what I copied from the Internet 
(Pearl #240) that accuses our American Government corrupted 
by many senators in violation of the Constitution in an immoral 
coalition controlled by an evil Oil Cartel.  History of 80 years 
records oppressing even murdering many scientists in the past 
century and causing many bloody World Wars continued every 
year somewhere on this planet, all financed by printed FED 
money to control exclusively the diminishing polluting Oil 
energy reserve. Worse now applying fracking technology 
which is deadly to Life will permanently destroy the 
environment of every farm producing food.  
To expose the biggest lie "not possible", check out the various 
forms of "Free Green Energy" now testified by a hundred 
scientists on the Internet. Perhaps that could make it a little easier 
for you to understand and impact your bank account saving a lot 
more money. We all have been mind controlled to pay for 
outrageous, ever increasing gasoline and utility bills. Instead, we 
should have enjoyed unlimited green energy like electricity and 
unlimited hydrogen fuel as the huge ocean is a free energy source 
globally available. Why is it denied for 80 years invented by 
Hoffman splitting water with free electricity from Tesla now 
rediscovered on the Internet as demonstrated by so many honest 
professionals? Watch the many young people in YouTube videos 
no longer afraid of LIES and government suppression.  
They silently exist outside a dishonored paid-off university 
forum proving that they can drive their car perpetually with 
WATER as demonstrated by the many police cars in Southern 
California. It is made possible by using a hydrogen converter 
available shopping on the Internet store.  Still little expensive, 
but cheaper versions will come in time. Watch the YouTube 
videos and have fun in the energy gold rush just started. There 
is still time to become a millionaire.  
If you are little entrepreneurially inclined, study Pearl #240 and 
become a millionaire copied (chapter10) "Automotive System" 
could drive your car 100% without gasoline. But hydrogen a 
much cleaner hotter fuel is at this time restricted by American 
laws but is permissible only when used with inferior gasoline. 
Saving of 60% is allowed but needs to reprogramming a car-
microchip a simple process to adjust to a higher-octane fuel. 

http://globalenergydevices.com/index.php 
It gets better. To prove free electricity for my grandkid, the 
principle is demonstrated on TV of charging continuously your 
telephone with parts bought in your neighborhood only costing 
as little $2.00, but you must do it yourself, as entrepreneurs are 

afraid of the government sending the IRS. They misapplied 
their constitutional power even upsetting some senators on TV.  
You do not need a PhD degree; just watch a mechanic in his 
garage use a one horse power motor driving a generator with a 
belt and once cranked will run perpetually with enough extra 
electricity leftover to run the grinder and drill press on his 
workbench. Or a Mexican technician added extra coils inside 
the electric motor acting like a generator oscillating the current 
runs the darn thing perpetually. Check it out to verify it, as free 
electricity is forbidden to be taught in modern universities.  

http://www.nikolateslasecret.com/index-special.php 
This raised the question, “How was it possible to deny free 
green unpolluted ELECTRICITY to mankind invented by 
Nicola Tesla?” suppressing his 700 patents. The answer is 
found in censored history to focus on an immensely powerful 
Oil Cartel in an evil alliance corrupting the US Government 
linked to a military complex. Everyone is making obscene 
profit in unending oil wars, killing millions of families robbing 
them of their business. Worse destroying the globally economy 
infrastructure by printing fiat money to steal their last savings.  

ELECTRICITY BREAK THROUGH, published by 
Moneynews.com/www.Homemadeenergy.org. 

http://www.mysolarbackup.com/ 
To discourage low-priced Solar ELECTRICITY, why is it higher 
taxed from China? But cheaper options exist like three solar 
backup units ($2,000 each) combined is enough free electricity 
fuelling a household obsoleting all transmission and power 
stations now feared by the energy provider trying desperately to 
stop it. Why are so many Solar Corporation financed with billions 
visited by Obama filing for bankruptcy after only 3 month with 
the money gone?  Likewise why ignore 16 Ultimate Renewable 
Energy Engine generating unlimited free energy for bicycles, 
cars, trains or jet-airplanes described in Babushka egg concept 
book #9? It would demonstrate for the skeptic an unbelievable ∞ 
energy source just observe the many galaxies in the sky burning 
with thousand lights energized with unlimited Magnetic Gravity. 
If used on earth could be harnessed to cheap electricity no 
kidding. To proof new science discoveries to be better educated 
must employ a forgotten Axiomatic-Empirical Methods revealing 
updated fresh concepts describing nature from a 360⁰ perspective.    

www.commonsencescience.org 
Suppressing knowledge in physics has consequences leading 
toward a degenerated MIND prevented to think in logic 
believing the many lies will thus experience the effect of 
Newton’s laws causing the oldest Western Civilization based on 
forgotten Christian principle to self-destruct.   
The process already started with the global environment 
collapsing following irreversible the laws of physics. Being 
worldwide brainwashed in what Hitler and Goebbels pioneered 
MIND control designed for politician to make the masses 
ignorant and malleable controlled to get extremely wealthy. 
Worse they have finally succeeded in transforming the ancient 
Bible laws defining good and evil, in exchange for "relativism" 
enforced by the atheistic US Supreme Court denying the 
existence of absolute laws.  
This will trigger a collapse ushering in the global Apocalypse 
prophesied in the Bible. An atheistic generation programmed 
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denying a Creator will harvest what was sowed now a forgotten 
principle consequently no longer using technology for the benefit 
of mankind but disrespectful destroying massive LIFE causing 
much GMO extinction. Watch the food supply collapsing should 
not blame God denied to exist as all became relative.  
That will change the beautiful fabric of diverse ethnic societies 
into one computer controlled evil dictatorship. Concluding with 
many intense global wars, it will be unavoidable to witness GMO 
extinctions causing worldwide to crumple the food supply and 
trigger the apocalyptic Four Riders to leave the barn in 
Revelation. To continue LIFE on this planet it is necessary for the 
ELOHIM to intervene still around to stop mortal mismanagement 
and stop the many lies in spite of global denial that he exists.  

The Next Harbinger Projection 
We are now in the middle of the Apocalypse one way or 
another; politically it seems globally very quiet. The Stock 
Market casino still operates for the class of privilege. Many 
forgot the irritating Jonah's WARNING. The World Trade 
Center rebuilt bigger, but being a scientist I wonder why 
America is still the greatest world power, not being the main 
player missing in Bible prophecy?  
Watch the link to physics and weather stations visible on TV 
the eye of the storm clouds growing. It too is very quiet in the 
center of the hurricane, like the middle of the Apocalypse. 
Because it is moving, it will get mighty windy again as learned 
from New Orleans disaster, but this time it could get worse.  
It will start with the Four Horsemen in Zechariah 6:1-7 echoed in 
an identical second witness 600 years later in Rev. 6:1-7. It will 
set into motion the other half of the Apocalypse with unstoppable 
events causing the DEATH of a quarter world population, which 
is 2.8 billion, a lot of people. From an apocalypse prophecy 
perspective, a creditable science scenario could be postulated. I 
previously submitted some Pearl references vital to know if you 
want to live a little longer. Be informed from another possibility 
source Electromagnetic Pulses. (Pearl #175-10/11)  
http://www.independentlivingnews.com/2011/10/25/scientist

s-warn-solar-storms-to-threaten-civilization-soon/ 
The next Harbinger of what Rabbi Cahn revealed in his book 
would be the screaming global headlines linked to science, which 
could be a precursor of a dirty A-bomb that may soon become 
reality. Exploding high in the sky, gamma-beta-rays will fry 
every microcircuit chip for hundreds of miles from computer-data 
centers to electrical transformer stations. Perhaps a cheap North 
Korean rocket exploding from a boat sent into the air will change 
our world forever. Iran could use its first A-bomb to settle an 
Islamic hatred directed toward the big Satan in NYC or Los 
Angeles. Worse, Iran could use the threat of an A-bomb on the 
Saudis to shut down 57% of the world’s oil supply going through 
the Straight of Hormuz to blackmail Europe and China. That 
scenario could start Armageddon prophesied in the Bible.   
The resulting massive radiation of Beta-Gamma rays generated 
from a dirty A-bomb will fry every microcircuit chip for 
hundreds of miles linked to computer-data centers and electrical 
transformer stations. A TV program "Forecasting the End" tells 
us we get about a 2 gamma ray burst a day generated in 
astronomical terms next door. They travel at the speed of light 

and cannot be tracked. Some outbursts seen by the Hubble 
telescope are astronomical in size, and some believe they caused 
mass extinction spreading fast around the entire earth at high risk.  
Our modern civilization has reached the point to be highly 
vulnerable even in small amount of gamma rays would be a 
disaster which could fry every micro chip controlling 99% our 
high technology anywhere. Every child in America cannot be 
seen without a computer wireless connected linked to thousands 
microchips which changed our culture.  
Either way everything around us would come to a total 
collapse, as electricity was the driver, controlled by billions 
microchips now no longer working and will force us back to the 
time of 100 years ago. I hope we find some horses for 
transportation and learn how to store food like my grandma did. 
It is unthinkable to be without a functioning Visa card, a car or 
truck transporting food will not run on a dead micro-chip, no 
more banking to get my money, water pumps and sewer not 
working, hospital care stopped: all mired in a permanent total 
electricity blackout for a long time already forgotten what 
happened recently. TV mentioned from Canada down the USA 
corridor East coast to NYC some lasted two weeks to restore.  
When longer would create vast colossal starvation exploding 
with uncontrolled horrible crimes on the streets. A black-out 
can no longer to be seen on TV causing daily looting and 
murder remember Watts in Los Angeles will accelerate, waking 
up the many Islamic sleeper-cells to continue the Islamic Spring 
in America, repeating pressure cooker incidence in many cities.  
The Four Horses in Revelation will unleash a global military 
revenge responding big time but will paralyze a modern warfare 
to manual if that is possible to fly an airplane or missiles. The cut-
off Internet or satellites will guarantee accelerating global 
instability as everyone was connected to computer controlled 
equipment including the military struggling with sophisticated 
technology. The worldwide telephone and Internet will be greatly 
reduced creating massive chaos. Homeland Security bureaucrats 
will not be prepared for those gigantic shocks. Do not count on it.  
Worse, the radiation rapidly spreading globally will cause a 
chemical reaction in the air converting to lethal Nitric Oxide 
responding in a thick brown smoke layer damaging the food 
crop for hundreds of miles causing a climatic winter freeze.  If 
you had listened to Jonah’s Warning, perhaps you could prepare 
to survive, or read the Bible verses once more, linked to specific 
Babushka Pearl or book. My own guess, watch the last 
Harbinger Shmita will soon arrive in America barely surviving.  
However, to convince a skeptic we should examine what the 
Apocalypse is by investigating it with the tools of science. 
Would you accept if it can be proven in your neighborhood 
right now and acknowledge its visible verification we all can 
agree on, causing your premature DEATH? Be alerted. Follow 
the News in Japan or the Islamic Spring. Everybody's future 
life, the next generation will be affected. Tracking the trail to 
sum up our high technology heading toward destroying our 
civilization is described next. There is a second witness in 
Internet town square forum, or watch a video: NASA Alert 
America Blackout & Grid Shutdown 2013. 

http://www.offthegridnews.com/2013/10/03/nasa-alert-
america-blackout-grid-shutdown-2013/
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Pearl #233 
Hidden and Shocking - Ending our 21st Century Civilization  

A Metaphysical Observation
Copied and abridged from the 7th Babushka Egg Concept book - What is 
the Time Dimension (10-10-10) written three years ago and compare it with 
today's headliner verifying science projection. 

Our civilization will be ending shortly with an apocalypse for 
reason mentioned and explained later in Part 2. Mankind has 
come to the point where Good and Evil is no longer 
differentiated but enforced on society a Third Option merged 
into "Relativism" changing globally the moral values emulated 
from an atheistic Hegelian- Marxist- Capitalist- Socialist- Elitist 
philosophy into a computerized oppressive One-World-System.  
However, our global society will be measured against God’s 
standard has become totally evil ending my story with a mirror to 
reflect reality what will happen in the next few years. The black 
storm clouds already have gathered. Most prophecies have been 
fulfilled only one more, a morning star to announce a new day.  
The dawn of a new civilization God’s Kingdom on earth is on 
its way seeing the total destruction of our environment and 
massive extinction but evil mankind cannot see it brainwashed 
by evolution fairytales no longer capable to think in logic. It 
also caused theological confusion about the Apocalypse, yet it 
is well documented in the Babushka concept books.  
It is even dated from science visit globally museums exhibiting 
ancient bronze-gold clocks, ending our civilization, which was 
planned before mankind linked to the formation of this earth in 
4488 BC if you do the math applied to our knowledge.  
Satan, whom God appointed to teach us evil, affects us all but 
his school to teach mankind is abridged by our mortality. He is 
only allowed a certain time to expose us with evil so that we 
can learn lessons applied to eternity needed in the after-life.  
Every mortal has a preset time recorded like two birthdates 
embossed on our tombstone destined by the Elohim, some 
being very painful more or less depending on application for 
higher position in his administration. It was portioned out 
according how much was needed for a future life on the other 
butterfly side as illustrated for grandkids nature’s caterpillar–
cocoon example teaching us the invisible metaphysical realities.  
Evil is a great mystery now exposed a little in this Babushka 
egg applying science. Searching science magazine revealed   
some unexplainable facts difficult to make sense, but our 

limited mind needs to trust our Creator that all what happens on 
earth is under His control being allowed for a greater purpose. 
To survive the apocalypse God will provide a boat again like 
Noah saving his family because he trusted God. Being forgiven 
to enter the Promised Land many will experience miracles 
perhaps some may get an individualized canoe to navigate a 
descending apocalypse waterfall. That example gives us hope. 
Read Billy Graham's Prayer to the Nation. (Pearl #141) 
The Apocalypse is scary, but only God can get us through it. 
The golden thousand years of peace will arrive shortly after. A 
birthing process is painful, but will fade away as the next new 
civilization will take over, embedded with hope and prosperity 
for all of mankind. For the first time, evil will no longer be 
allowed in God’s Kingdom on Earth. Satan’s school to teach us 
evil will be closed down, and the teacher will be bound in the 
abyss. Satan is the last actor leaving the stage before the Time 
dimension curtain falls.  
Looking behind the Time Dimension curtain reveals what is 
invisible to the spectators watching the major players getting 
ready for the final act that is the glue of the creation story. Satan 
has controlled two previous civilizations, but he is not allowed 
to mess up the last one. That third civilization for mankind is on 
the horizon and will begin after 28 September 2015, which is 
based on many witnesses. Check Pearl #246 - The final Proof. 
You can check it out in the Babushka concept books. In the 
Gospels recorded 2000 years ago, Satan tempted and offered 
Jesus all the kingdoms on earth if He would acknowledge that 
he was co-equal to the ELOHIM to be worshiped. He never 
changed his mind and tried once more to defy God the Elohim 
in this civilization in utter rebellion and defiance.  
But Satan’s final time will terminate in a Kosmos Apocalypse 
by Michael’s army ending the war in heaven. Now forcefully 
exiled to earth, Satan will continue to war with his underworld 
demons being morphed human, but he will be chained to the 
nether-prison as predicted by the Hebrew-Aztec calendar after 
25 July 2015 much is detailed in Revelation. It closes the 
creation theater curtain ending the story similar to the Atlantis 
Civilization in 2288 BC recorded by the Aztec culture as a fifth 
cycle parallel to the Daniel's stone from heaven. (Dan. 2:34) It 
will end in fire rain terminating our technically evil civilization 
on 17 September 2015. The Bible speaks of many more events 
that I assembled in detail in my second Babushka concept book, 
Mystery of Tammuz 17 to broaden our horizons and 
understand God’s Plan for Mankind, never preached in church 
using natural science to embellish divine revelation.  
Mortals have been linked to Satan ever since Creation. We have 
coexisted in parallel, involved in a battle of good and evil. That 
battle started with Adam and Eve in the Garden of Eden around 
4004 BC as proven with ancient clocks exhibited in museums. 
Historically, Satan has caused many wars to derail God’s plan 
for mankind. The story ends with a final confrontation at 
Armageddon now projected in many TV programs. Most 
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people only have a vague idea from the biblical perspective and 
its implication of evil opposing God Elohim, the Creator.  
Satan again will face Jesus in his last confrontation, and will 
appear shortly. The last showdown of Armageddon has been 
dated using the ancient code of the Hebrew Alphabet Number 
System (HANS) with Satan trying to convince God Elohim that 
he is superior to Jesus, His favored Son.  
Please be not offended by what I observed looking behind the 
metaphysic curtain of the cosmos drama theater. It is acted out 
by the main performer from a Bible perspective, which I did not 
invent, as I am mortal just like everybody else, but discovered 
out of curiosity. As a kid, I turned over a number of rocks on a 
walk with my parents just to see what moved under and have 
never changed my habit investigating science and religion. 
What I see under the rock is subject to interpretation but reflects 
the time we live in and applying its logic could see how it ends. 

Satan’s Final Meeting with Elohim 
Toward the end of the apocalypse, Satan will confront 
God once more and say something like this: 

God you should accept that I am equal and more powerful than 
Jesus. Remember, I use to be coequal in ancient times. I was 
number ONE named Lucifer previously highly honored in your 
administration and ruled all the kingdoms on earth ever since. 
Being demoted not my fault but still controlling Mortals 
making them do what I want guided by my faithful demons 
everywhere in strategic locations. As a matter of fact, very few 
around the world are still loyal to you. They have forgotten your 
Bible oracles thrown out of the classroom.  
Look around globally and be convinced and acknowledge the 
many facts that I circumvented the Babel confusion event and 
created a united, atheistic computerized New World Order once 
more, which became my willing tool to screw-up nature, 
whatever was leftover from Noah’s Boat (2288 BC).  
My loyal demons achieved and succeeded in training many 
faithful, stupid Mortals who were educated and brainwashed in 
my atheistic evolutionary religion I invented. Their entire 
science endeavor and resources were used only for one purpose: 
to destroy and mess up your creation check it out the global 
environment irreversible doomed for extinction.  
They even financed it with phony, worthless, printed money 
that was mostly applied to high technology, which was destined 
for the absolute annihilation of mankind, including all 
biological life on earth. I made sure that they are well educated 
in my religion, groomed by special demons that are skilled in 
deception. They were placed strategically alongside every 
atheistic politician and scientist and taught them my science 
fairytale evolution version, which was dovetailed for 
destruction no longer teach logic.  
My kingdom power is unequalled next to the Divine, as my 
demons succeeded and taught mankind again how to 
genetically modify every food you saved from Noah’s Ark. 
That was made big global news on major TV (5-21-10).  
Creating life in the laboratory by mixing DNA genes was 
heralded as the greatest achievement of science. On one side 
ignorant scientists waste resources by smashing atoms with 
more powerful cyclotrons that started with SLAG now 

improved with a really stupid CERN; nevertheless, others are 
more educated to discover that atoms, rather being smashed to 
junk, are controlled by an invisible embedded intelligence code 
attached to every DNA forming 80,000 proteins.   
They think they are creating something new, which is not 
possible. They can only borrow energy and mix intelligence 
codes from what already exist being now very close to 
repeating what was done in Noah’s time once more. They have 
already spliced out the reproductive genes and learned the 
process of cloning, and are programmed to do it again. 
They became successful, by starting with sheep. Now sheep are 
twice as big having lost its inclusive taste being mixed with other 
genes of bigger animals, all aiming to make more profit. I 
financed the research, which is getting better now, since they 
have cloned most vegetables, but it makes more headlines when 
modifying cows, pigs, chickens and turkeys and to make more 
profit succeeded producing imitation meat-hamburgers. It is 
already used in hot dog-ersatz created in synthetic production 
laboratory from stem cells.  
They are very close to ultimately creating half-human, half-
animal again, which is reminiscent of cloned mermaids. It was 
demonstrated in an ancient monument a Sphinx-human-lion 
dug up from sand and silt caused by the flood, to show their 
accomplishment during the Atlantis civilization in 2288 BC.  
I caused people to laugh and make jokes about the Bible. That 
was a good method for countless to be lulled into complacency 
and to become comatose, in order to deflect the danger. They 
are trapped and no longer care to save some original seed. I 
made sure that many atheistic lawyers were motivated by greed 
in order to enforce gene patent laws that would accelerate gene 
modification which can no longer reproduce its specie.  
Forty years ago, the US Congress hotly debated genetic 
technology being upset when they saw babies genetically 
modified without arms and legs missing. But a new GMO 
industry was emerging at my direction using genetic body parts 
needed in budding gene laboratories.  
They were at first shocked when asked by scientists if they 
would be allowed to legally harvest organs used for transplants 
and other experiments by declaring the armless and legless 
babies' non-human, being terminated right after birth.  
That ended in a compromise by allowing abortion mills well 
financed by subsidized taxes, which allowed them still to use 
aborted baby body parts skillfully divided and spliced into 
various useful genetic material inside the womb. With high-tech 
instruments they have ample supply available of the genetic 
material for a new emerging DNA research and technology.  
The Supreme Court decision influence by my demons was 
helpful for the specialized industry of many laboratories hungry 
for more gene material around the world. They asked and got 
permission for much-needed human body parts, now plentiful 
available from the 50 million babies killed in America 
bypassing the US Constitution made to be useless now relative.  
Ever since they have pushed the envelope for more developed, 
bigger body parts past the fetus stage. Check out how the US 
Supreme Court opened the present abortion mill laws in 
American killing babies in dirty facilities just born witnessed on 
TV never upset the comatose Christians sleeping in church.  
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Being less restricted is helping the new emerging gene industry 
hungry and profit motivated for more fully developed transplant 
organs with embedded stem cells secretly harvested inside or 
outside the vulva. But it will not matter anymore in a few years. 
I am looking forward to the end seeing my plan of extinction 
finalized I make sure the public will never find out.  
The biggest surprise is waiting. That is, when people discover 
that original seeds will not be around any more. They will have 
been genetically wiped out. They have as a society forgotten 
about the Noah boat story saving seeds for a future generation. 
Notice most food items show a control number stuck on every 
fruit, vegetable or seed? Now they are much bigger in size with 
more water embedded and tasteless to fool the consumer.  
All is motivated for higher profit to keep the stock market 
casino busy to finance future wars. Therefore, Mortals do not 
even notice the food became enhanced with chemicals and 
artificial colors and systemically embedded with pesticides in 
the cell level allowed by the FDA, but they are dangerous to eat.  
Worse yet is that the public is kept ignorant when the immune 
system policeman was spliced out on the cell level. It will cause 
many to die and get sick on strange diseases, a hospital puzzle. 
Many already are getting infected from salmonella and E-coli 
bacteria, which now have unhindered access as the policeman 
protecting the specie intelligence information was spliced out. 
Resulting in many diseases generated from bacteria and viruses 
combined with various swine flu versions have now unhindered 
access bypassing the immune system creating premature death. 
Worse scientists mixing new strands of superbugs cell material 
for the benefit of pharmaceutical corporations to make obscene 
profit manufacturing dangerous useless drugs.  
The comatose consumer will never know why the food has 
changed because the atheistic FDA government I corrupted is 
controlling everything. Food will become obsolete for the next 
generation, which is terminated by my superior strategy.  
To make absolutely sure my demented Geneticist 1  using 
modified chickens to implant dangerous genetically customized 
pharmacies and discovered that eggs produces drugs much 
more cheaply all for higher profit and should never be eaten.  If 
you wondered why recently massive chickens where rounded 
up to be destroyed by government agent dressed in white space 
suites and goggles searching 300 farmers in Asia and in 
Germany thousand geese shown on TV revealing my success. 
Because humans are stupid, not deterred by a million eggs 
recalled recently was just a trial for a bigger impact linked to 
deadly embedded pharmacy and spreading lethal salmonella 
and E-coli bacteria and viruses accelerating big time. Many 
animals are now treated with massive antibiotic substances on 
feedlots to enhance many superbugs and Mad Cow Disease 
embedded in meat no longer investigated by the FDA 
protecting the GMO cartel. It will terminate in cancer death 
going through the roof costing billions skyrocketing even 
Obama cannot fix. Once a cow has been injected with 
Monsanto's rBST mixed with strange pharmacies will produce 
higher milk output but causing puss in milk that can only be 
countered with dangerous hormones to save the cow.  

                                                             
1 The 4th Babushka book, Genetic Modification Exposed! 

It will then be injected with massive antibiotics, which will 
damage the immune system of kids affecting in early death. The 
result is demonstrated by the medical profession being baffled 
by so many schoolchildren made dependent on dangerous 
drugs. Doctors are unable to keep track of new drugs 
accelerating worldwide linked to bizarre diseases. It is 
countered by useless, unsafe mind-altering drugs creating 
disabilities from childhood. 
For more profit producing cheaper powerful drugs other 
vegetables can be genetically modified especially easy is corn, 
potatoes and eggs used in processed products now loaded with 
chemicals and outright poison and made sure that my friendly 
FDA will not enforce gene labeling laws being rewarded by the 
GMO cartel with generous bonuses. But if forced to label a 
simple backed cookie has 40 dangerous chemicals embedded in 
tiny print to fool the consumer being ignorant of GMO.  
Check the science statistics. The public is not informed that if 
GMO is introduced into the environment only one time, it can 
never be controlled by brainless bureaucrats. The basic food - 
meat, vegetables or milk production around the world will 
become totally screwed up all for higher profit for the GMO 
cartel. All fingers point to the FDA approving a hellish recipe 
for massive disappearing of organic grown food linked to 
starvation2 accompanied by horrible painful deaths.  
I made sure nobody would know that the food production could 
end suddenly as I exclusively united in a consortium all 
international gene corporations and created a Monsanto cartel 
octopus controlling globally the other deadly sisters. They are 
favored by a corrupted FDA which is totally loyal to me 
together utterly control every aspect of farming worldwide. 
Unbeknown to the public will screw up every original seed 
production facility for farmers embroiled in expensive lawsuits.  
Therefore, the whole world is dependent on only one gigantic, 
global mega billion-dollar octopus cartel skilled in cloning and 
gene-modification changing every original seed for farmers, 
which has permanently modified all reproduction laws of nature 
and is now geared toward total destruction becoming extinct. 
They spliced out the original reproductive gene intelligence, to 
be lost forever once gone replaced with terminator genes to 
make you dependent on Monsanto's seed for higher profit. 
My demons will now push for inferior cloning with the missing 
reproduction information spliced out that will no longer 
replicate the species surely will prove my power over mankind. 
When original seed disappears according to nature, many 
farmers will no longer grow food for the next generation ending 
forever what was original created. Massive starvation will 
follow ending mankind guaranteed. Remember, I Lucifer 
blinded many to make sure that a powerful cartel will always 
pay off judges, politicians and lawyers making them instant 
millionaires. Not even governments and UN World Court can 
restrict GMOs, as it will be impossible to remove foreign genes.  
Once GMO is introduced in the environment enforcing patens 
making obscene money automatically nature will reproduce 
what was artificial put in like operating a computer; "garbage in 

                                                             
2 www.FreeDocumentaries.org offers thought-provoking and entertaining documentaries 
on the Internet, airing The World According to Monsanto. 
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gets garbage out". It will end into extinction in one generation 
assured by the natural process of forgotten Newton's Law. 
Most high court judges are comatosely stupid and do not 
understand GMO technology enforced by powerful global 
cartels who will always favor gene patents to the detriment of 
farmers. They have no choice to retain their own seed because a 
terminator gene was inserted, which makes it impossible to 
reproduce the next time around by a regulated food production.   
Nature teaches when original seed can no longer be obtained as 
seed pollen will spread over to the neighboring fields with 
foreign embedded genes will contaminated reproduction of the 
next generation. Poisoned pollen will kill every pollinating 
insect like honeybees disappearing. Ultimately every farmer 
must pay a big patent fee to the corporation if only one single 
gene is embedded in the whole field as tested in a Supreme 
Court case in Canada, even though it is impossible to prevent 
genes from migrating to adjacent fields. That alone creates 
gigantic profits automatically for the cartel and only needs 
corrupted lawyers to police compliance linked to the threat of 
expensive lawsuits the farmers cannot win.  
It gets better protecting my willing GMO cartel in addition, 
every farmer must sign a contract giving up all rights extending 
100 years forever and is forced to buy seeds and specially 
designed fertilizers and pesticides only from the cartel to have a 
crop for the next year, which legally can be enforced by my 
friendly Supreme Courts following my orders to make sure my 
GMO extinction recipe will end globally the food supply 
forever.  
My hellish GMO technology was greatly improved now to 
require that every seed continuously is using more fertilizers 
and pesticides increasing the profit for the cartels because the 
internal gene intelligence is programmed toward extinction. It 
was found out by some clever Japanese scientists but it will be 
too late when the rest of the world faces the soon coming 
Armageddon as time has run out since nature is not forgiving.  
The fun is on my side for a double big bang will coincide with 
Armageddon because at my command I will cause the 
Monsanto and the sister DuPont-BASF cartel to totally collapse 
into bankruptcy, such as experienced previously by hundreds of 
banking institutions and insurance companies, remember NYC 
in 2009 starting my version of the apocalypse much fun to 
observe international confusion. It will get better watching a US 
government shutdown creating worldwide financial chaos.    
Globally have more surprises. There will be no more bailouts 
causing the world currencies to collapse when found out the 
gold is missing in Fort Knox upsetting the Oil Cartel. Therefore 
my initiated programs causing massive extinction will totally 
destroy all food from this earth forever. Thus, the only place 
where life exists now will be forgotten through my effort and 
permanently terminated for the next generation of mortals.  
To make sure my program is not diminished someone 
published the effect of modified food “Pesticides at war using 
chemicals that kill. Every year 220,000 people are killed by 
pesticides worldwide is the glue3 of future massive destruction.  

                                                             
3 Excerpt from Vandana Shiva's, "The Killing Fields Of Multi-National Corporations", The 
Asian Age, July 14, 2010. 

It was countered by disinformation I am good at. The public is 
unaware of my massive corporate caused genocide: the slow 
motion the killing of people through their food for super profits. 
To maintain these super profits, I usually spread lies to convince 
the experts that without pesticides and genetically modified 
organisms (GMOs), there would be no food. Being ignorant 
and stupid they believe it, hook and sinker. In fact the 
conclusion of the United Nations International Assessment of 
Agricultural Science and Technology for Development has 
shown that “ecologically organic agriculture produces more 
and better food at lower cost than either chemical agriculture 
or GMOs". I made sure it is forgotten spreading disinformation 
to confuse. 
Seen on TV we see many salmonella attacks with massive 
numbers of people getting horribly sick and dying. It is caused 
by Monsanto's genetic modified corn and grain also used to 
produce eggs feed to chickens. But was successful hiding a 
number of tests covered up by the FDA feeding Monsanto's 
modified corn to rats' shows large cancer ulceration proving my 
food destruction program is working as planned. The list is 
getting longer. In August 2010 TV announced a million eggs 
recalled with salmonella greatly pleased for an early success.   
Followed by 2013 the CDC was alarmed by seven new strain 
outbreaks of Salmonella I morphed genetically to be more 
potent to wreck existing drugs. Three months prior to that, three 
big factories making peanut butter family owned for a long time 
closed down in Texas found unavoidable my favored 
salmonella, followed by tea production in San Francisco.  
More was shown on TV tomatoes, jalapenos, and had fun 
watching my early test with spinach in Watsonville California 
blaming some cows on the hill only 28 people mostly kids got 
killed but thousand ended sick which baffled a confused 
ignorant establishment not investigating the many genetic 
changed salmonella- E-coli bacteria side benefits.  
Eating GMO vegetables cannot be avoided anymore as I made 
sure that stupid organic farmer do not know the difference what 
is organic and modified genes which caused many bankruptcy 
of harvest failure consequently will be killing massive people in 
the future believing my GMO lie?  
The list is endless. GMO rice poisoned thousands in India and 
killed thousands sheep and buffaloes. The rest of the world is 
never mentioned on TV. Some people wake up when they get 
sick, but that will be too late as lies are more powerful which is 
the glue when judges are paid off with obscene profits. The 
roadmap was permanently redirected which will derail Your 
Plan for Mankind because I am superior.   
Additionally, it is getting better my demons boast controlling 
stupid Mortals, who literally dig their own graves. We have re-
engineered toxic bacteria that is more deadly genetically and 
which has been dug up from the graves in the cemeteries from 
the Middle Ages by my loyal scientists, in order to build 10,000 
biological bombs, but are a thousand times more lethal. Using 
genetics combined with deadly cell material extracted from 
decomposed bones from those that died from the Black Plague. 
My favored scientists build biological weapons guaranteed to 
finally put an end to all of mankind. I stored much poison in 
America became atheistic in just one generation rejecting the 
Christian faith.  But gained more favors in the UN of my Iran-
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Syria protected Islam religion worshipping me as their god. My 
Islam religion has grown to one third of the world population 
plus the other third became atheist's getting bigger proven to be 
superior to your Christianity many are ineffective comatose.  
Perhaps could now be merged into one Chrislam under my 
control. The Vatican has a new Pope and is open to have peace 
at any price. I made sure that thousands of bio-bombs stored 
and supervised by demented, brain-dead bureaucrats loyal to 
me to make certain that all biological life globally will be 
terminated a thousand times over at my command. Exercising 
my invisible power only a superior leader is able to control 
globally this atheistic computerized world system impossible to 
escape as all have a SS control number watched by my demons. 
The ancient Bible prophets were pretty good describing eyes 
falling out from their sockets while still alive. I can do better 
with modern flesh-eating bacteria far superior and will be so 
much fun to watch how it performs.  Millions can be killed in 
just a few days.  I am just itching to get the prophesied signal to 
start Armageddon my demons helped to prepare. 
In another early success we created super viruses when some of 
my demented scientists mixed Polio serums with my newly 
manufactured AIDS viruses. Unknowing UN health workers 
inoculated children worldwide, especially the poorest ones in 
Africa to study the lethal effects for my coming World War III. 
It was meant to control unwanted population but cost the UN 
too much money. I put fear into the richest moguls to finance 
the research believing that overpopulation is not sustainable. 
The result on both fronts is massive dying of undesirable, 
inferior sick and black people denigrated by UN planners 
straining the budget to finance my Armageddon program.   
Globally most societies and especially universities are unaware 
that free electricity existed 80 years ago discovered by Nicola 
Tesla. When the German scientist Hoffman invented infinite 
hydrogen energy by splitting water with a simple method, they 
denied that huge resource of energy for the whole world.  
It took a lot of my Satan-power to make sure it was suppressed 
by my friendly American Government using the mighty 
military industrial complex linked to its police power down to 
the kindergarten level to brainwash people to keep the energy 
Genie in the bottle. They favored OIL and Coal because is so 
destructive to the environment easy to poison the water and air 
causing massive extinction I was much pleased from the result.  
But for extra bonus rewarding me as their leaders kept killing 
billions creating continued energy world wars remember the first-
second world war working toward the third getting much better 
destroying infrastructure, creating worldwide chaos destructive to 
the environment. Energy wars aimed to destroy LIFE not found 
in the universe stupid atheistic scientists never figured out.  
Some of my demons even surprise me because they are now 
extremely educated with hi-technology, which was invented by 
mortals. When I found out, I personally supervised and directed 
them to build gigantic microwave antenna facilities (HAARP) 
in remote areas nobody knows exists. They are hidden in 
Alaska, Norway, Russia and China, which when turned on, will 
heat up the jet stream in the stratosphere, deflecting a moving 
jet stream containing billions of tons of water circling the earth. 
It can change weather patterns, with one side experiencing 
drought and the other side, horrendous flooding.  

In fact, it was checked out recently and tried several times and it 
works. The Chinese caused horrendous floods in America, 
which the Americans countered with floods in China. The 
Russians are in the middle and want a part of that action, too.  
They all crave control of other more powerful weapons at the 
cheapest prices for maximum destruction.4 The UN Global 
Warming meeting provided comic opera. The participants were 
confused about the weather and fought over stupid illogical 
opinions with each atheist scientist trumping over another - 
each hoping to be rewarded with a Nobel Prize rewarded now 
even to terrorists and corrupted government officials too.   
These meetings usually end in a commotion that sounds like a 
disturbed turkey farm. They do not realize when their own 
military government secretly manipulates the jet stream with 
microwaves. The generals watch the global reaction of 
confused turkey scientists blaming it on carbon gas, while also 
fighting who should pay more CO taxes to raise their salaries. 
And for an added benefit, directing and deflecting microwaves 
to earth can even cause earthquakes as demonstrated on TV. It 
really messed up Iceland the last spring of 2010. It cost billions, 
ashes erupting in the stratosphere stopping air traffic and 
damaging the economy. It can be traced to a Norwegians 
experiment with their microwave facility that needed a little 
more fine-tuning in order to make it bigger. Watch a rerun on 
the educational TV or YouTube if you do not believe me.  
Recently, my atheistic scientists demonstrated for the ignorant 
public how a rock on an incline is moved and dislodged with a 
little microwave energy, which has never seen before and was 
new to me, too. Some geologists discovered that sending 
microwaves into rock strata would start an earthquake that 
could be turned off and on, which surprised them greatly now 
accelerated into a very useful weather-changing weapon.  
This extraordinary technology could be implemented as soon as 
the atheistic ballplayers, who hate each other’s guts, caused a 
gigantic global drought that could last years for maximized 
effect linked to horrendous food shortage. The UN should 
notice the rising of food shortage caused by GMO was 
scheduled to end in my Armageddon food crash planned a few 
years later after 2013. 
Magnetic resonance useful for electricity ignored by science has 
many more applications and could be demonstrated to kids with 
a small music speaker paper cone linked to an old junk radar 
generator. When it touches the main steel beam of a building, it 
will cause the massive structure to resonate at a certain 
frequency adding a little energy at a time getting bigger.  
The amplified resonance frequency eventually creates 
tremendous power similar to the generation of free electricity, a 
useful principle I try to hide from ignorant governments. The 
critical resonance frequency could also implode buildings by 
loosening bolts as it channels the energy just like Nicola Tesla 
discovered free electricity. But imploding skyscrapers is more 
fun to watch a comatose public never noticed demonstrated on 
TV 9/11 that a third IRS-Supreme Court building collapsed 
amazingly not hit with an airplane to fake an implosion but 
mysteriously buckled too with the other World-Trade-Center 
skyscrapers?  
                                                             
4 National Geographic Magazine TV aired (5-18-10) Direct TV 
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How could three steel buildings implode still a kept mystery? It 
proved that my demons are successful as the real reason was to 
create new government departments not controlled by the 
American Constitution, at the same time destroyed the records 
of people loyal to me in conflict with the law which needed to 
disappear now camouflaged in the same incidence. In a few 
years, all the bugs will be worked out to eliminate a Christian-
based US Constitution for a final show down. Watch NYC, 
once more, starting Armageddon.  
A secondary benefit of tele-microwave is that it can be 
misdirected and deflected from the stratosphere to bounce back 
to earth like telephone transmission but not quite in control yet, 
is that it can even start a localized fire on top of a metal tower. It 
works like an antenna illustrated in a Nicola Tesla picture, 
concentrating energy, as seen on TV in the Gulf of Mexico.  
It caused a massive oil slick, when a mystery fire exploded on 
top of an oil platform tower. This event was followed with 
massive pollution just the gunk needed destroying all marine 
life ending the food chain and made worse spraying detergent to 
poison all life down to the bottom of the ocean. The oil slick 
could have been prevented by just welding together a hollow 
steel pyramid with a chimney on top put over the leaking oil 
well. If a hose is connected to end in a boat could simply 
separate the oil from water with a centrifuge. That idea was sent 
to five TV Media stations but made sure it was suppressed by 
the management making more profit from contrived disasters 
designed for a mindless TV. A stainless steel, double hollow 
pyramid inside the storage vessel applied to deadly radiated 
water could solve Japan's nuclear problem.  
The Oil Cartels manufacturing detergent for a double profit is 
useful hiding oil leaks dissolved around platforms greatly 
destroying the ocean environment I am much pleased. That 
causes government to buy massive detergent from the oil cartel to 
hide pollution getting more rent, a really cozy deal for bureaucrats 
getting paid, too. Nobody paid attention to Australian TV 
showing massive foam detergent on beaches to make sure fish-
life disappeared, already horribly expensive. A once vibrant 
dolphin, called “Y12” by scientists, may have paid a terrible price 
for the devastating BP oil spill in the Gulf of Mexico.  
And for dessert, just to make sure that all is destroyed, we have 
thousands of nuclear bombs assembled and controlled globally 
by corrupt governments even tiny North Korea has an untamed 
nuclear arsenal. Demented scientists have invented the most 
deadly substance - plutonium ever created on this earth and 
needed million centrifuges made by Siemens to be extracted.  
All is ready for a stirred-up chaotic Islamic rebellion with well-
trained terrorists, young stupid kids totally loyal to me. Islam 
elevated me to be their Allah-god. I am honored; therefore, I 
have elevated that religion and placed it in the center of global 
politics controlling the global Oil reserve energy. I made sure 
that free hydrogen energy and electricity is still forbidden.   
America has now an Islam President and his cabinet is loaded 
with the Islam brotherhood known to be terrorist to destroy the 
Christian culture from within, as most people are comatose 
mostly sleeping never noticed. Christians voting usually for 
atheists affright of conflict have been lulled in believing they 
will escape into thin air taught by my mislead pastors I trained.  

Many theologians are friendly to me, so I will keep them 
confused. Since the Middle Ages, I’ve kept them divided by 
stupid unimportant doctrines fuelled by deceit, spread by my 
demons and employed in seminars. To confuse my special 
demon scholars help modern Bible version to be mistranslated. 
It has been very successful watching prophecy conferences, 
being blinded therefore will not listen to the Jonah you send 
they now believe my twisted lie the Apocalypse is still future.  
But Islam is special to me, my willing favored tool that I 
created. It took me 600 years to thoroughly brainwash its 
followers being better skilled to hate and murder now with high 
technology. They will even bump off their own children with a 
bomb strapped around their body blowing up seen daily as cars 
is their favored toy following my Koran to the letter. My 
demons taught every little kid how to operate a machine gun 
destined to end their culture useful to continue the Islam Spring 
destruction to be finalized in an enormous uproar around 
Armageddon as planned I am looking forward to enjoy.   
It will end a Western Civilization embroiled with two billion 
brainwashed souls who are hot for action not equaled in history. 
They expect me to appear to be their leader in order to elevate 
Islam to a worldwide religion and wipe out the others especially 
Christians and Jews but they are fooled by another successful 
lie, which I am good at. Burning Christian churches and 
businesses has become a public spectacle meant for TV only 
10% still around aiming for total elimination in Armageddon. 
To prove my success, notice the statistics in Iraq, Syria, Iran, & 
Egypt the many burned-out hundred long established Christian's 
churches now empty and booming businesses disappeared all 
will end like Bethlehem Jesus birth town. Israel finally gave in 
15 years ago to be managed by Islam with a mixed population 
of 65% Christian and Jews.  Today my demons achieved 1% to 
disappear forever. My recipe works spreading world-wide 
destruction of death even sleeper cells in America unavoidable 
will be not be an exception.   
In many historic Christian countries I made sure that people 
especially in America and the rest of the world have thrown out 
your Bible oracles in every classroom and government. They 
are now forgotten, in just one generation. Instead, they believe 
my superior atheistic evolution fairytales and have become 
totally comatose and void of any remnant education from the 
past. They will no longer be well informed lost the ability to 
think in logic which is devastating for the new generation kids 
will never know what is happening.  
To further destroy a Christian culture my atheistic Supreme 
Court of America totally controlled and loyal to me made laws 
to allow killing over 50 million babies in America since 1970 
copied throughout Europe. They are ignorant not educated in 
fertility laws which spells out any culture below 1.8 ratios is 
doomed and I made sure it is now even lower 1.1 and Europe 
even worse 0.9 being brain-dead and will not understand it 
why? But helping my favored Moslems are little smarter having 
6-8 kids subsidized by many governments flooding Europe. 
The Christians will be no better off comatose to fool, since they 
still embroiled in many dogma errors from the Middle Ages. 
They sold a powerful Christian faith for a bowl of lentil soup 
going mostly after fiat money to buy the comfort unequalled in 
history using printed money of fake value.  
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Creating inflation will make it easy to slide into poverty: a small 
house used to cost $35,000 now needs a million dollar 
mortgage. That made it possible and succeeded in changing a 
200-year-old Christian education into my atheistic schools 
system, which is enforced by my loyal police force and 
thousand lawyers in many countries dedicated to end Western 
Christian based Civilization.   
My global prophet from the class of privilege will soon appear, 
allied with my mystery Antichrist a champion to manifest a 
global computerized One World Oder System. My future global 
leader is well-liked around the world, appointed the brightest to 
control my manufactured global political-economic chaos 
planed toward Armageddon. He will appear like a savior known 
by many global bureaucrats to unite my One-World-Peace-
Party system to increase the membership of the class of 
privilege by introducing a new global currency for the Stock 
Market casino to skyrocket once more.  
To maintain profit it will at my pleasure trigger my planned 
Armageddon big bang to kill all Jews and Christians in a 
gigantic orgy as usually to steal their property. Even America 
became ineffective and terminated their Christian based 
constitution replaced with my ten presidential degrees already 
secretly enforced by the Homeland Emergency Security and 
State Department for early training.”  
At my command, that will activate a premeditated, horrendous 
Armageddon Schlimazel to destroy all of what You created, and 
will guaranteed a combined total extinction of all life-forms on 
earth. It will look like the original earth, just bare rock, and void 
of life, which I remembered when you picked a cold naked planet 
and started 4488 BC from nothing, and I will now have the 
pleasure of seeing it stripped again once more. Your Plan for 
Mankind will be totally derailed because I am more powerful as 
“I”, formally Lucifer, never resigned my power ruling over this 
world right up to this time still enforced with equal authority, and 
consequently “I” will decide to end it all! That will finally prove 
that “I am” equal and have creation power like the Elohim and 
should be reckoned to be co-equal to Jesus. 
 Watch Jesus Answer Once More:   “It is written…” 
Returning to our time frame @ 2012 to discover that free green 
and clean energy was denied for 80 years while crossly 
polluting our earth and using fossil-fuel detrimental to the 
environment now fast moving all life toward extinction which 
is a global crime, will surely experience God’s Wrath to save 
his creation once more. However suppressing free electricity 
can no longer smother a groundswell accelerating into a loud 
credenza waking up scores of poverty-stricken countries 
starving for cheaper energy. The needed firewood for billions of 
people to cook a meal is no longer available or solve a problem 
for Million living in refugee camps could have used free 
hydrogen gas extracted by splitting water with plenty unlimited 
free solar. A pent-up energy Genie spirit once left the prison 
bottle will expand into free hydrogen gas never to return. 
The twofold good NEWS is that every deadly poison 
radioactive water pool in nuclear power station can be 
converted to clean energy extracted for a double benefit. 
First Hydrogen gas is easily generated with Stainless Steel 
tubing inside the storage containers just charged with a 
simple DC current will result in unlimited extraction of 

hydrogen-oxygen bubbles a scientist Hoffman invented. 
Using Hydrogen fuel in an existing nuclear steam heat 
exchanger need not be modified to run the electric 
generators will now get free electricity making obscene 
profit. It is even gaining a side-benefit by splitting lethal 
radiation for easy safe disposal making more profit.    
Attention, when this technical proposal is still suppressed and 
denied is just demonstrating being grossly EVIL and will not 
escape God's Wrath announced on the Internet town square.   
YouTube, resisting Tesla's free ELECTRICITY may take little 
more time for the many struggling young people do not have 
the means fighting big money causing corruption in high places, 
still amazing creating new industries for the benefit of mankind.  
Hopefully the last Internet bastion of re-claiming TRUTH will 
last a little longer before the prophesied Apocalypse is ending 
our civilization transformed for the next 1000 years with 
enough "free energy" for over 700 billion people.  
Challenging the ELOHIM who gave us LIFE is big time stupid 
(Pearl  #250). Watch the sky he will return as predicted to clean 
up the global environmental mess and terminate an atheistic 
generation causing to annihilate all LIFE on earth meant for 
another 1000 years. Now even assaulted with toxic Round-up 
10 times worse than DDT remember Silent Spring and deadly 
GMO causing much life extinction all from the same global 
octopus Monsanto-Oil Cartel operating beyond the law 
controlling every international governments. Worldwide 
ignoring the Babushka Egg evidence will justify God's Wrath 
to save Mankind and start over once more.  
Lastly still following my inclination always curious reading my 
Bible discovered in (Zechariah 14) analyzing numbers and 
symbols and if overlaid with Hebrew Alphabet Number System 
discovered a special relationship. The number (14) =10+4 in the 
Hebrew letter means HAND (Our hand has 14 finger bones) 
matching science with prophecy noticed the prophet Zephaniah 
mentioned 14 times "On That Day". But reading other 
prophets next to each other increased the 14 repetitions "On 
That Day" to (70) seventy events defining the ending of the 
Apocalypse, which took me by surprise.  My next witness will 
prove the Apocalypse is coming and filtered out a special code 
all summed up in consequences embedded in the scrolls of 
Isaiah, Zechariah, Jeremiah and Zephaniah.  
On top of my list is Daniel, who was transformed in the Heh-
dimension to witness like Isaiah the grandiose surroundings of 
the ELOHIM Throne assembled with millions angels and 
mortals to observe a metaphysic movie projection of our 
present time now dated after 17 September 2015. (Daniel 7:9) 
"The Anointed" is being introduced to start God's Kingdom on 
Earth to clean up our globe to be restored to its former splendor. 
If interested, check this bible verse out on the Internet, a 
technology providing what is forbidden in many countries.  
I highlighted the most important events of science linked with 
the metaphysic dimension. Parts 1 & 2 expand knowledge 
horizons for a fuller 360⁰ vision extracting what "is hidden" in 
the ancient Bible. United with the intent of divine revelation, it 
reveals how this atheistic civilization will end in AD 2015, 
being linked to Satan’s demise in AD 3018, eliminating the 
source of evil and closing the time dimension curtain. 
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God's WRATH - Jonah's Last Warnings - Part 1 

Once More - Two Jonah WARNINGS  
Jonah's big fish warnings can no longer be ignored if you want 
to live a little longer. Our 21st Century Civilization @2012 is 
sinking fast like a Titanic encircled by waves of crime, 
corruption and deception as distressed passengers looking for 
any means to survive, to find a safe harbor like Noah's ark 
provided. There is hope. Even in the midst of absolute night, a 
tiny light is stronger overcoming darkness.  
The Bible, as the oldest book of mankind, is still a shining 
beacon for 6000 years to pass on divinely inspired assurance 
bathed in extraterrestrial knowledge to prove it. But the new 
science discoveries got me into trouble with the university 
establishment and irritated a number of atheistic people who 
think they are better educated rejecting outright the Bible thus 
lost the ability to think in logic not knowing why? 
It is really not their fault basically it started early like with my 
grandkid. The grammar school system enforced unscientific 
speculative evolution theories, which made the student a victim 
of being brain-washed in an evolution religion based on lies, 
misinterpreting or ignoring many science facts. It created 
indoctrinated, irrational confusion in some form of MIND 
control permanently lodged in the child, not being conscious of 
its existence. Brainwashing was pioneered and perfected during 
the Nazi period in Germany from the 1933. Hitler-Goebbels 
found out that the masses can be totally controlled by any 
ideology no matter how evil by applying certain rules in science 
now practiced globally by every government linked to 
universities to control the population.  
On the outside it insinuates a rainbow of socialism catering to 
an inbuilt desire of gaining wealth to be better off than my 
neighbor. It promises a higher position in the class of privilege 
dolled out by a political party in power, where promoted as, or 
alleged to be beneficial for society.  
Look around. That deception of lies, mixed with a lot of empty 
promises, is a camouflaged dishonesty, but it could get you 
promoted in the emerging technical society. No wonder 
conflicting Bible truth is outright rejected by the university 
establishment, which taught every student only the evolution 
theory for political reason, though judged to be unscientific by 
violating physics in a 1925 court trial.  
Evolution is religiously believed to be willy-nilly reality 
without any science evidence, ignoring entropy laws evolving 
up-hill not possible. Now the atheistic evolution religion is 
enforced and dictated by priesthood global bankers printing 
money to make you compliant with generous grants. 
Now I am retired, having more time got really amazed. I 
perceived how influential this atheistic ideology has been in 
changing Christian culture, which was the 78% majority in 
1976 and had been for hundreds of years in the USA.  
America is now controlled by the atheistic 1.7% minority 
forcing everybody to vote into office only atheist's senators, 
hiding and ashamed of their religion, poorly trained congress 
candidates educated in atheistic evolution fairy tales. All the 
way down to the level of ignorant school boards and immoral 

gay bureaucrats aimed to destroy the foundation of family 
relationship to enforce a gender policy contrary to nature. It is 
buttressed by many US Supreme Court decisions (6-26-13) and 
can only ridicule a historic Sodom & Gomorrah story, 
qualifying only those rejecting the Bible. How was that feat 
accomplished?   
For an example, how was it possible to deny the basic human 
right of LIFE to 50 million babies in America? They have been 
terribly butchered in abortion mills? Unprotected by our 
government, cut apart while still alive, and suffering terrible 
pain. The executioner then sells the aborted body parts to 
special "gene-research-businesses" controlled by atheistic 
universities making obscene profit? Life is not understood by 
evil people.  
They changed 6000-year-old Divine laws into relativism that 
will destroy our earth, LIFE and mankind. It is like cutting off 
the branch you sit on. Murdered souls are crying out for justice! 
Watch God's Wrath! He has become furious violating his free 
gift to mankind. Check this story how it ends.  
It started when comatose Christians allowed that crime, like 
diluted salt became tasteless. They voted for corrupt, atheistic 
candidates and were ashamed in public of their Christian 
heritage. No wonder a New Age of political right thinking has 
arrived. An honorable, Christian US Supreme Court became 
totally evil now determined to wipe out the Christian inspired 
Constitution envied around the world. However, it is not 
possible to change divine laws of good and evil into relativism 
only to suffer the consequences. 
Watch the global political schlimazels we have run out of 
options because of perverting many God-given laws. Our 
civilization is now governed by relativism and lies can no 
longer delineate evil from good consequently will harvest what 
is sown. It will repeat a German Nazi history with bigger 
devastation already illustrated in an Islam Spring in turmoil 
affecting globally so many nations becoming unglued. Read a 
warning from Billy Graham's Prayer for our nation (Pearl 
#241).  
Even worse, a prevailing atheistic cancer mindset, expanded 
currently worldwide, has been made much more lethal now by 
high technology. We are on the road to global self-destruction, 
and only God can save mankind from total annihilation. The 
prophesied apocalypse must arrive in time to save mankind 
before we commit nuclear suicide. It will usher in a magnificent 
new Civilization never before on earth to experience globally a 
divine controlled government after (2018 AD).  
Investigating prophecy from a true science perspective was for 
me an irresistible attraction. It opened a science tunnel vision to 
a 360⁰ horizon in many areas of philosophy, knowledge of 
nature and a wider worldview worth the try.  
Let's follow the trail while watching some religious Christian 
TV flipping channels six years ago, I noticed it was full of 
doomsday-apocalypse scatter-talk, but now total silence? That 
same silence was experienced when I got no reply to a courtesy 
manuscript of new science discoveries sent to our US President 
Obama, apprising him of magnetic gravity a ∞ energy source.  
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For proof, I designed 16 UREE electric generators worth 
millions dollars. But being forbidden by the US government 
avoiding prison then gifted future patent inventions to ISRAEL 
to pass it on to the next generation surviving the Apocalypse.  
I never got an answer from either, just silence. However, once 
the 9th Babushka egg concept book was published on the 
Internet, it can no longer be ignored, if you want to become a 
millionaire. Explaining suppressed free energy theories were 
first too advanced, and it took some time to assimilate. Many 
young scientists got inspired discovering free energy now 
proven in many YouTube videos creating excitement, starting 
new businesses in spit of the global Oil Cartel oppression.    
Even my 10th Jod Kaleidoscope Babushka egg concept book 
still allowed by the American Constitution once more expressed 
the nature of the Apocalypse from a different angle: explaining 
the "WHY" an Apocalypse is prophesied in the Bible 
exclusively to our generation. Why the silence? Being born 
under Hitler, I found the obvious answer of our leaders being 
mind controlled since childhood.  
Applying the Bible creation story, cross referenced to the zodiac 
galaxies in the sky, harmonizing with the Bible Hebrew 
calendar linked to Hebrew Alphabet Number System (HANS), 
I discovered the dates of the Apocalypse to be 2008-2015. 
However, God’s Grace could modify any (HANS) schedule 
linked to a 52 Km asteroid just turning one more orbit could 
live a little longer. Jesus said, “Observe the signs.” A future 
Apocalypse will start as in Noah's days, which ended an ancient 
civilization by an asteroid, right after the door of the ark was 
shut by God from the outside.  
Now notice, likewise the same event happened announcing the 
Apocalypse in 2008 linked to the steel vault door in Svalbard, a 
Norwegian icy island, which was permanently shut. The cold 
storage was build by the UN in case of an asteroid destroying 
the future food supply for mankind. It stores 500,000 genetic 
unmodified food seeds for future generations. It is proving a 
forecast illustrated the reason of Noah's ark now seen on TV an 
asteroid recently passing very close in Russia. That should alert 
us reflecting on Jesus prophecy linked to the Apocalypse.   
That is mirrored with an identical incident of a previous Atlantis 
Civilization reported in ancient Bible history being destroyed by 
God’s Wrath in 5 February 2287 BC using an asteroid. That 
hi-tech society also exploited and invented forbidden GMO 
technology that misused the original gene intelligence to cause 
massive extinctions. To save the original food for future 
generations, God had to collect pure non-genetic modified 
seeds and domestic animals placed in Noah's boat, if not Satan 
could boast and prove that he is more powerful than GOD. 
Being right on schedule in matching the prophesied Apocalypse 
2008-2015, verification came from TV headlines of Barack 
Obama’s acceptance speech. He was the first elected Islamic 
President, caught up in Satan-controlled activities helping an 
Islamic Spring selling more weapons to kill each other. (Pearl 
#240 - page 131) Watch the NEWS. Our nation no longer cares 
for the US Christian-based Constitution. Why is the atheistic 
Supreme Court sleeping? Not even waking up from a bigger 
noise, not reacting to a NYC 2009 disaster, watching the many 
historic banking institutions disappearing with billions stolen 
worse is being rewarded with billion dollars in illegal bailout 

bonuses causing the global economy to totter. The US 
Government has become more corrupt and shoddier, causing 
worldwide unemployment but not affecting the Stock Market 
casino still operating for the class of privilege printing more 
bailouts. Similarly, if you remember some passenger of the 
Titanic trying to beat the odds undisturbed kept playing with 
worthless money realizing not finding a safe harbor.  
Our 21st Century Civilization is like the sinking Titanic. 
Luckily, it passed the fearful 21 December 2012 date. Many 
expected it would start the Apocalypse, but it fizzed out a little 
quieter being in the middle of a storm center. That date is still a 
mystery for many in science and theology, but if you are better 
educated, it can be demonstrated with satellites GRACE.   
NASA has measured our earth axis wobble, which is now at 
rest after 4300 years, calculated if you know a little math. 
Amazingly, Julius Caesar was right on schedule in 54 BC by 
inserting 62 days correctly projecting ancient earth axis wobbles 
ending 21 December 2012, changing a 10 month calendar to a 
12 month one without a modern computer. Wondering what 
math method did Julius Caesar use? Unfortunately many 
scientists brainwashed in evolution fairytales never figured out 
how an earth wobble came about.      Missing the connection to 
true physics, many historic geological facts remain a puzzle.  
Why not investigate the evidence of an asteroid impact mystery 
which can be dated turning back the Planetarium zodiac wobble 
sky will stop at 5 February 2287 BC, now postulated free as the 
3rd Babushka egg concept book getting more proof of how 
declining earth wobbles were measured. It was a lot of fun to 
test out new discoveries to check ancient mystery bronze-gold 
clocks exhibited globally in many museums.  
Not understanding our changing calendar kept many 
theologians confused. They mostly misdated prophecy 
projections by putting the Bible events out of order. A new 
perspective could open the door to better understand Daniel and 
Revelation.  No wonder TV theologians still postulate that the 
Endtime is still future. They are not aware that Western 
Civilization has ended, being now in the middle of the 
Apocalypse. A new One World Order already has started, 
defined not by a conventional declining calendar measuring 
time, but morphed as stated in Daniel, "shall think to change the 
times and the laws…” (Daniel 7:25)  
Time is now measured in atom-femto-seconds linked to a 
computer-controlled society of a new global World Order that 
changed the ancient law of Good and Evil to Relativism, denying 
the existence of absolutes. The first prophesied, 10-horn nations 
have passed, reduced to the "G-Seven" horn nations Chinese-
Russia-EU-Islam-Brittan-Latin America, and the USA that was 
rooted historical in a lion (Brittan) but lost its eagle wings.  
The last prophesied Daniels fourth beast morphed into a global 
hi-tech system of a computer MIND (V19) shortly ruled by a 
little horn the Antichrist and will end our 21st Century 
Civilization in Armageddon. If you follow the new theological 
dating trail linked to science, it places the 5-month Apocalypse 
accurately as the earth axis no longer wobbles. To widen 
knowledge horizons, read the energy Babushka egg book #9 
free on the Internet, which hatched this little egg, Jonah's Last 
Warnings to Gentiles and Jews ending 70 times with, ON 
THAT DAY, when God puts an end to all evil. 
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Pearl #239 -  
The Apocalypse a Kosmos Conflict - Part 2 

Angels have Apocalypse Implications 
Many theologians have different ideas why and what is an 
Apocalypse and dating it is not allowed. I would like to clarify 
some new discoveries and round it up similar to a Prologue. But 
later will investigate in my next Pearls four (4) Prophets Isaiah, 
Zechariah, Jeremiah and Zephaniah, which could give us an 
additional panoramic view of prophecy matching science. If 
linked to metaphysics always discover more; why is it repeated 
"ON THAT DAY" seventy (70) times lining up events?  
To sort out the many mysteries in the Bible, I use the tools 
learned as a successful inventor with the usual strange habits. I 
was motivated to explore ancient Scripture and compare it with 
high technology, which must match the HANS perspective. No 
wonder the Bible, the oldest history book of mankind, revealed 
startling results that greatly surprised me. This research developed 
into a series of written Babushka eggs; some are smaller like a 
baby egg that I call Pearls. When more Bible mysteries showed 
up based on science data usually became a bigger egg.     
Writing about forbidden science connected to the metaphysical 
defined my mission in retirement and got me on documenting a 
history-science-Bible journey. My habit of unique curiosity was 
directed to explore longstanding Bible puzzles that have kept 
many scholars confused. It revealed some secrets theologians 
missed since they were not educated in science. My practical 
German background as an instrument maker was helpful to 
reveal incredible new concepts collected in ten (10) free 
Babushka egg concept books never postulated in universities 
anywhere.  
My study became like an expedition diving in the Bible Ocean 
and searching for many precious Pearls. I was soon hooked and 
kept diving to find more. Babushka egg concept books can be 
copied without charge from the Internet for the benefit of future 
generation. Some were translated in Spanish, German and 
Arabic to expand a vision that even dated the Apocalypse.  
Exploring the Bible from a science viewpoint was exciting as 
no other book on earth has a proven history recorded in 
advance. It could be compared to a holograph if you keep 
cutting it into two sides each tiny portion still has 100% of the 
information embedded similar to cloning on a lower entropy. 
That unusual fact became a challenge for this inventor-scientist 
to unlock prophecy.  
It raised the ante for me. Could the ancient text be decoded to 
learn more about our future destiny in spite of modern science 
being entangled in unscientific atheistic evolution leftover 
residue theories from the Middle Ages? The younger 
generations do not realize the tremendous influence of a 
modern Mind Control system most universities adopted, how it 
damaged our American culture. Being inferiorly educated 
makes it easier to believe in counterfeit science opposing the 
Bible. Previously I proved free energy like hydrogen from 
water (Hoffman) and free Electricity extracted from the air 
(Tesla). Why is it still suppressed by a powerful evil Oil Cartel 
being globally so dominant?  

They corrupted the US Government and held hostage 
worldwide the 21st Century Civilization denying free 
nonpolluting energy for 80 years? It caused continued wars 
ever since and murdered billions. But the ELOHIM kept track 
now will end their evil, watch being judged by God's Wrath.    
Being stuck in fake science, most universities never noticed that 
reversed entropy is not possible in nature holding on to atheistic 
evolution religion; therefore still believe that free energy is not 
possible. Being an inventor not easily confused, I came up with 
a real story to educate my grandkids using true science and to 
explain what will happen in the next few years investigating 
knowledge principles analyzed with math linked to many Bible 
facts that can forecast the future Apocalypse not starting on 
earth now explained in (Part 2).  
Much in the Bible is basically a roadmap to reveal to mankind 
the consequences of wrongly applied principles detrimental to 
life. Employing some of the other 50% of Newton's writing 
mostly kept silent, many are central to metaphysical laws 
reflected on the natural cause and effect level. Combined they 
will warn us to redirect our minds to the celestial source always 
trustworthy.  
The style of the Bible is based on foretelling mankind's history, 
which identifies our destiny controlled by divine guidance and 
the penalty of mankind's sinful nature. Honest skeptics, if 
interested, could widen their knowledge horizons. The majestic 
theme of God’s creation ends with a symphonic credenza of 
redemption and restoration as the previously upset cosmos once 
more will become balanced.  
My grandkid's teaching through university level no longer 
compares the many life principles of accumulated knowledge 
with the embedded wisdom rooted in the Bible history of 
mankind.  Why was it thrown out from the classroom as 
irrelevant? All became corrupted to even falsely rewrite 
American history. Many fabricated lies replace true principles 
to make an impossible, unscientific evolution theory to fit an 
atheistic belief system denying a Creator.  
Professors keep ignoring the many evidences in nature not 
matching modern gene research or DNA conclusions. It needs a 
counter-balanced perspective to reflect what the Bible teaches, 
not religion, but how nature operates. This is not even 
understood by many theologians, who are likewise brainwashed 
in Satan-inspired evil relativism.  
Our civilization will end 17 September 2015 in a divinely 
executed "APOCALYPSE" to end Satan’s disruption of God’s 
order as projected from a science perspective matching many 
prophecy events. To lay a base for a lasting Bible understanding 
requires the retelling of the creation story, forbidden in schools, 
from a new science perspective. It may even surprise Christians.  
Many do not know that God’s real Plan for Mankind ends with 
a scary Apocalypse. I hope to expand your knowledge horizons 
and become convinced. WHY our Civilization will end shortly 
in an APOCALYPSE.  (Pearl #246 - The Final Proof)  
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Going back to when time started, the reason for creation defined 
in a Cosmic Grand Plan, will widen our Bible knowledge 
horizons. It could be compared to a divine theater play. The 
curtain rises with God, the ELOHIM, and dealing with Satan's 
rebellion in 4488 BC. This caused a changeover of God's 
administration, as angels could no longer be trusted perhaps 
repeating another upheaval offending the Creator detrimental to 
the whole cosmic organization.  
Scripture reports that 1/3 of God’s angel administration 
revolted, perhaps 200 million. (Rev. 9:16) All who sided with 
Satan transgressed the KOSMOS LAW and were isolated in the 
underworld. The Creator did not want robots but freewill 
agents, which leaves the possibility open to violate trust.  
Rebellion cannot be tolerated if a society wants to live in peace. 
Think through how God could fix the problem. He could have 
thrown away the whole universe like we do with our failed 
computers, but that would not be fair for those still loyal to him 
being scared and very troubled. The Kosmos Law was not 
changed by Satan's rebellion. Everybody still has an option to 
exercise a free WILL: either to live forever in God’s house or 
be removed to an outer darkness detention forever. Otherwise, 
you have disintegration of the cosmos, dissolution of entropy 
ending in chaos learned in science.  
God introduced an additional option on the lower Daleth 
dimension. A cocoon event system was implemented still 
defined as heaven or hell. But hell is now terminated with the 
same Kosmos Law in a greater sense. God needed to recalibrate 
his universe and fixed a major problem if transgressed. 
Applying justice must condemn a failure, but being designed to 
live forever and ever now cast in a detention outer darkness 
dimension would be inhuman.  
Consequently, a merciful God who loves his creatures had to 
invent an escape agreeable for both parties. That was made 
possible by his divine Son Jesus. Christ introduced "Death" and 
atoned for "SIN" to pardon our transgression. He exchanged his 
life to gain mine and yours. What changed was demonstrated in 
history 2000 years ago on the cross when He cried out loud,   
"It is done." That gave an added option to terminate once life 
after judgment or accept Eternal LIFE, now a free choice.  

The Cocoon Followed by Resurrections 
Nature teaches the purpose for the apocalypse as the caterpillar 
ends in a cocoon to emerge as a butterfly, which is the 
resurrection principle. What was of lesser entropy is now raised 
and transformed to a higher level not to be compared to its 
previous former existence.  
Angels and Mankind alike failed the first caterpillar 
development stage, but humans will be transformed to a 
restored cosmos now much better. Even evil is a mystery force 
used by God to become part of the process of restoring the 
cosmos on a much higher level as before. It will become the 
new Jod-Dimension as Jesus promised a new-earth linked to a 
new-heaven.  
A new home is important for angels and mankind to live 
forever. The old, failed universe was destined to end in a 
fireball linked to science (3018 AD) as described in Babushka 
egg concept books. During the time dimension, we all must go 
through a cocoon cycle on a higher order that works like a sieve 

where rejected residues from a previous mortal world order are 
filtered out. It only lets the pure essence become the future 
building blocks of a new creation. That filter is still governed by 
independent creatures with free will, making choices as the 
Creator did not want robots. The new calibrated cosmos system 
is not enforced on anyone, but we are invited to experience a 
new birth on a higher level, or if rebellious to truth better told in 
the Bible from a divine perspective read Romans 1:18. 
God's creatures were designed to live forever, but transgressors 
of the Kosmos Law will everlastingly be banned to eternal outer 
darkness. God’s Grace introduced "Death" as another option 
that had never existed before. Justice must be preserved, so it is 
still based on free Will as illustrated in the Garden of Eden with 
two trees. Being designed to live forever, some will fail 
becoming evil in following Lucifer's rebellion.  
God introduced the principle of choice between Life or Death - 
even for angels. The death option is pure Grace, not deserved, 
and was not cheap for the Creator. He went through it all the 
way, shrouded in the Daleth dimension mortality, painfully 
identifying with his creation on equal footing being forsaken by 
his friends, falsely accused, horribly tortured, crucified and 
experienced an unjust death.  
Our parents, Adam and Eve, failed. They chose the Tree of 
Death, became mortal, but got another chance. Hopefully, they 
passed on to their children to be better educated to choose the 
tree of Eternal Life offered by Jesus Christ who paid the penalty 
of our transgressions not to experience God's Wrath.   
The resurrection option is a new choice, as Evil must be filtered 
out, no longer useful to the process. Look inside the cocoon. It 
is empty, but this resurrection mystery reality meant for 
mankind is even applied to fallen demon angels who are 
allowed a choice. The transition is still determined by freewill 
in choosing what direction they will journey (Life or Death).  
The cocoon is the crossover junction represented by the White 
Throne placed outside the time dimension to balance whatever 
choice was made, evaluating the intent with facts. One side 
rewards the soul to live forever in God's house in a new Jod-
Dimension. The other ends in sorrow from making the wrong 
choice ending in the fiery lake of the collapsing Heh and Daleth 
dimensions, like the baby-fetus only temporarily uses a placenta 
now useless being thrown out.  
The entropy in physics always comes with two laws similar to 
the baby-placenta defining nature linked to the immortality-
death. The Daleth dimension reveals that the spirit world has 
two subdivisions, being guarded by the 5th Angel before the 
Throne of God.  
The cocoon netherworld is split in two: one above with the 
many persecuted Saints under the Throne (Rev. 6:9) also a 
resting place for those waiting in the Abraham-Lazarus story. 
(Luke 16:19) The other department is below the bottomless pit 
separated by a deep canyon we consider Hell occupied by fallen 
angels of unearthly strange demon description and those 
humans rejecting salvation freely offered. (Rev. 9:1)  
The netherworld operates like a filter when a selection was 
made on the Daleth dimension; it sets the railroad switch to go 
either way. Each individual is responsible for you own control.   
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Various separate resurrections, one unto "Life" the other unto 
"Death" is still a mystery for many Christians. The next Bible 
text will reveal something not preached in church 
misunderstood by many theologians not educated in science. 
Rev. 9:16 reveals the 5th Angel linked to the 5th Seal, being in 
charge of the netherworld and supervising 200 million angels 
fallen from God’s previous administration. Many offices 
became vacant when ELOHIM disposed Satan: positions 
needing replacements in the future. Since the Bible spelled out 
the number of fallen angels, I believe the replacements could be 
200 million saints from Adam to the last arrival when the 
Apocalypse ends. Saints are set aside for a unique purpose, so 
look forward to the exclusive Saint Resurrection to become a 
royal First Born - beautiful butterfly.  
The Saints will not go to heaven but come back to earth with 
Jesus Christ to attend school learning how to administer God’s 
Kingdom on Earth and gain experience to rule over angels. 
New divine laws will be applied to greatly benefit the new 
society with an exploding population after 2018 AD.   
The first resurrection appears toward the end of the apocalypse 
as the Fifth caretaker Angel serving before the Throne in 
heaven was ordered take the key and open the prison door to 
allow a resurrection only for demons ruled by a powerful fallen 
angel leader Abaddon-Apollyon.  
It coincides with the war in heaven as Satan losing the war 
fighting the Arch-angle Michael. The fallen angel being 
imprisoned, realizing destined to live forever in outer darkness, 
will exercise their only option once the prison door is open to 
escape and burst forth roaming around the earth allowed only 
five month in the Daleth -Time-dimension. Being extremely 
evil unrepentant will be permitted to posses people needing a 
body to die illustrated in the crazy pigs encounter story met by 
Jesus to end their existence all perish in the Wrath of God event. 
(Rev. 9) (Matt. 8:28-34)   
The Bible reveals that whoever accepts being marked with the 
global microchip system of extra privilege are wide open to be 
demon possessed committing terrible crimes.  It is advertised as 
a global Party for Peace and many who signed up for a 
privileged membership that comes with bonus benefits being 
stressed for survival? Jesus warned that those becoming 
members, marked with Satan's Peace Party, will have lost 
forever the option of Eternal Life which is the ultimate one 
notch higher eternal privilege!    
A mystery is now revealed every demon inside a human being 
is only utilizing the Kosmos Laws can now end their life 
piggybacked together with their host on a mortality Daleth 
system. The demons can escape the underworld prison forever 
now thrown into the fiery lake a much better option by four 
Death Angels executioners from their netherworld appearing 
during the sixth trumpet blast. It is coinciding with the war in 
heaven, Satan and all Kosmos fallen angles have been cast out 
joining the Antichrist and his prophet also being killed by the 
four Death Angels designed exclusive for that one purpose.  
Once more the Second Woe reveals Four Death-Angel on a 
higher level became a placenta facilitator designed for demons 
just for this Apocalypse time to execute God's Wrath including 
one third of mankind. (Rev. 9:12) That resurrection event will 
integrate all fallen angels and demons collected from the cosmic 

conflict in heaven as Satan and his bunch where thrown out of 
Heh-heaven to earth-Daleth dimension around 4 April 2015 
(5776, double blood moon) and disappear forever passing 
through a White Throne timeless dimension filter, temporally 
set up governing a Daleth universe. (Rev. 12:7) 
According to entropy, only on the Daleth second stage 
dimension level can LIFE be terminated. The principle is even 
shown when the divine Jesus Christ clothed in mortality and 
died on the cross to conform to the Kosmos Law filter equalizer 
not allowing exception.  
The cocoon death is like a filter of choice to end our existence 
and if chosen during the Daleth dimension setting the right 
switch could continue in a resurrection that is pure grace unto 
LIFE. The old Heh dimension got polluted, therefore rejected. 
The Daleth dimension is only a facilitator, like a placenta to a 
new baby, for the promised Jod dimension (new heaven-new 
earth). The Principle of Grace reflects that the Creator loves his 
creation but must be balanced by choice, trusting each other in 
love and respect. 

Mankind must pass an Apocalypse Filter 
The next endplay curtain of the second act tells the story of 
mankind which will demonstrate the inserted "First half" cycle of 
the temporal Daleth dimension side linked to the Kosmos Law. 
The new replacement Mortals shown to angels in the Garden of 
Eden rejoicing greatly looked nearly the same size as angels, 
brightly lit in their bodies. But when they sinned lost the light. 
Recent ancient skeleton of human giants many were found 
measuring 10-36 ft. photographed which proves that Lucy is an 
evolution lie applying fake science. It was planned that Adam and 
Eve (4068 BC) needed first to be isolated from the Heaven, Heh 
dimension, for a two-stage development journey.   
If you are not familiar with my discoveries defining the 
universe from a metaphysics perspective could be helpful, read 
the 9th Babushka concept book describing infinite light energy 
which obsoleted the Einstein Theory resulting in free electricity 
and free hydrogen energy from water.  
The new universe Daleth dimension was created and embedded 
with the Time dimension. It was designed to be an incubator on 
earth uniquely to preserve LIFE. It is maintained by hundreds of 
precise, detailed improvements only possible on this globe if 
you understand true science, not found in the universe. The 
newly created Mensch was dual-sided, as the Daleth side must 
first go to Satan's school to be become acquainted with evil.  
Consequently, God designed mortality to learn all about the 
outcome of failing his standard, but the faithful will be 
rewarded with Eternal Life on the second Jod stage side if 
pardoned. Learning how to overcome evil will finalize the 
progress to become a completed Heavenly Being fit for the new 
heaven-earth Jod dimension.  
A permanent, inbuilt immune system of God’s righteousness 
standard must be embedded in everybody's consciousness, even 
is experience in a child on the lower level. That defensive 
righteous inoculation will prevent future rebellion making it 
impossible to happen again, as peace in the cosmos is 
permanently restored after 3018 AD. However, mortal mankind 
experimenting with evil failing the test transgressed the 
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KOSMOS LAW consequently the new specie was designed to 
be redeemable if they would choose eternal life.  
A free will is a requirement shared with angels. We must select to 
either accept God’s free provision of atonement, being declared 
free of our sinful rebellion demonstrated in Jesus Christ who 
forfeit his LIFE to gain yours, OR if rejected, unable to pay 
yourself will mean being thrown into hell as the LAW demanded. 
To be made whole again and totally forgiven, your name is 
entered in the Book of LIFE, which is a passport to live in God’s 
house to gladly abide by his rules, an honor considered royalty.  
The fulfillment of God's Grand plan of restoration will realign the 
Kosmos to run perfectly again. It will shortly arrive and announce 
the birthing of a new civilization, God’s Kingdom on Earth.  
Satan's school will be closed forever no longer needed now Satan 
bound in the abyss as the only evil survivor after the Apocalypse. 
A new school is opened under Jesus tutelage to graduate some 
resurrected Saints being highly honored required a higher cosmic 
education later to rule the angel Jod domain a new creation. 
To finalize Mankind destiny some Mortals since Adam where 
preselected being resurrected first, appointed to be further 
trained to fill the vacancies of God's administration. That is 
known in Christian circles as the First Resurrection. Many 
Christians will not qualify misled by the cares of this world 
should read Jesus virgin story (Matthew 25) or expanded in 
Pearl #200.Only those with more love-oil become Saints. 
To explain the Apocalypse dividing God's Grand plan for my 
grandkids linked to science I use helpful analogies could even 
be constructive for many atheistic PhD mired by tunnel vision 
no longer seeing a world from a 360⁰ perspective in rebellion to 
God's laws. It resembles a placenta part of a grand birthing 
analogy. A new baby civilization is being born but this time 
supervised by Yeshua returning once more to his place he 
created as the two previous civilizations utterly failed with 
Satan gloating again, "I won!"- two times. 
This last coming civilization number #3 will be very 
extraordinary. It will show the angels how a corrupted mortal 
Mensch system could finally work if governed in righteousness 
divinely guided. It will prove that the sinful nature of rebellious 
mankind, two times failed, can lastly live in peace without 
strife, war and dishonesty as Satan will be removed to keep him 
from interfering stirring up more trouble. The old system was 
terminated in a noisy end phase to start over again. The table 
cleaned once more; the curtain rises. 
The second apocalypse house cleaning will arrive akin to a coin 
with two sides: one will reflect mankind with an independent 
MIND misusing the laws of physics and the other belong to the 
divine. The Plan for Mankind was designed similar to a minted 
coin that was invented by ELOHIM, the Creator, preordained 
according to his Will being the inventor. That is proven 
everywhere examining nature like your LIFE hopefully always 
controlled by intelligence which is two sided, too.  
The invisible coin-side is controlled by divine intelligence 
needs a mirror to see it as most in nature is revealed with 
embedded DNA controlling the 80 trillion proteins. The system 
must be guided by intelligence discovered in recent science.  It 
will prove that our mortality is linked to immortality like 
illustrated in nature for my grandkid the caterpillar emerged 
after the cocoon as a butterfly completely different designed for 

another world a fantastic cosmos model. Notice globally in 
universities not yet recognized we see a total major science-
collapse whatever was taught before buckled. Previously, our 
generation pumped up with foolish pride, knowledge became 
narrow-minded as everybody was aiming to specialize guarding 
personal turf. Becoming ignorant in the absence of logic can 
only theorize the laws of nature without the metaphysics in the 
belief that concentrated tunnel vision sees more.  
The modern atheistic education departments have forgotten to 
investigate the laws from an Axiomatic and Imperial science 
method giving us a 360⁰ perspective. If you want to argue that 
point, talk to the expert's way beyond my level of teaching but 
have enough references mentioned in 10 Babushka egg concept 
books to keep you very busy. Please checkout Dr. Charles W. 
Lucas, Jr. a good candidate to discuss why the old-fashioned 
science is collapsing obsoleting Dr. Einstein theory.  

http://tccsa.tc/articles/lucas_universal_force.pdf 
But God picked someone practical, inclined to educate 
grandkids, and appointed a German instrument maker to teach 
how a cuckoo clock works and explain science in a little more 
realistic way on a lower level. Consequently, what you read 
here is for the layman to understand nature better using a divine 
text that survived 6000 years to extract wisdom those with 
science tunnel visions will never discover.  
Again, understanding the nature of the Apocalypse can be 
compared to a placenta with a baby. Both are born together. 
The placenta is only a facilitator, but the baby is the main 
reason. By analogy it becomes the new civilization destined to 
last the 1000 years of a prophetic Bible telescope.  
Projected in a historical future perspective, the Bible telescope 
shows identical events many times duplicated like matching a 
holographic blueprint fun to investigate. Most historic events, 
the place and timing were written for our instruction to decode 
the future of God’s Plan for Mankind. For an example, ISRAEL 
entered the Promised Land during Moses time from the dessert.  
It ended in an Apocalypse conflict/placenta at Jericho to set out 
into a new land of milk and honey. That ancient story is recorded 
in the book of Joshua.  Applying holographic historic events to 
the Bible far vision starting the Apocalypse must not be 
shortsighted, ignoring embedded intelligence of nature. One 
should look closely at the Tesla-Hoffman discoveries and follow 
the energy trail to the source of the first Bible verse. (Gen. 1:1)  
When true modern science is applied to the embedded Bible 
information, denied by the experts on the web, nevertheless it 
will in time change our world forever and prove the divinely 
inspired metaphysics source once more opening new horizons 
in science. It will confirm the total Plan for Mankind barely 
mentioned anymore in churches by theologians lacking Bible 
wisdom being hopelessly messed up by relativism. The 
apocalypse makes only sense when viewed from a total 
Kosmos perspective, which starts with the creator ELOHIM. 
He is not an angered ruthless dictator but loves what he 
designed. He expressed supernatural patience for his creation 
allowing much latitude to articulate or free will and lets us mess 
up our home but only to a point. Since mankind is destroying 
the genetics of the food chain, God must intervene for the 
welfare of future generations.  He acts rationally on a higher 
level as outlined in the past by his dedicated prophets.  
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A 21st Century Filter "On That Day" - Part 3 
Investigating Isaiah, Zechariah, Jeremiah and Zephaniah

Highlight the last Apocalypse events with a yellow pen 
illustrating the end of our civilization in your Bible and you will 
be able to count "ON that Day" used seventy (70) times by 
four prophets. ELOHIM revealed the fulcrum that the birth 
"God’s Kingdom on Earth" will be born and continue in the Jod 
dimension of a new-heaven and new-earth without an EVIL 
environment.   
Birth bangs in nature is a sure sign indication what will happen 
very soon. Emphasizing the Hebrew number Ayin =70 is 
meaning "the sum total of this world" seeing the world in its 
proper balance with the inner eyes. It is usually connected to 
punishment of Israel's disobedience.  
For example: When Israel failed to keep the Sabbath were 
banished for 70 years to live in Babylonian exile before they 
where restored returning to Jerusalem. (Jeremiah 25:11; 29:10)  
Daniel 9:24 prophesied that 70 weeks were decreed to put an 
end to sin. ISRAEL's final restoration will be 70 years long 
(1948-2018) on the Gregorian calendar but the Hebrew New 
Year starts on the end of 2017 a little offset following the moon 
cycles. Jesus said to forgive 70 times those offending us 
consequently let's consider the most important Apocalypse 
message = 70 times mentioned ON THAT DAY.  
Most of Israel as usual behave like the Gentiles embroiled in 
atheism and godless relativism can no longer delineate between 
good and evil needs once more correction will be linked for the 
last time to Jacobs Trouble facing again the danger of total 
extermination in the coming Armageddon Apocalypse.  
Israel must relearn the lesson again why the Elohim original set 
Abraham apart and appointed ISRAEL to be a spiritual nation 
to preserve the oracles of God demonstrated with extraordinary 
blessing or curses.  History verifies the result if they submitted 
to the divine covenant, a special contract given by the creator 
would greatly benefit, creating wealth a higher living standard 
no other nation has. (Malachi 4:1-5) 
That can be seen in the past when they followed the covenant 
experienced miracles like 1967 now being specially blessed and 
better off, right to our time in the midst of the a tempest 
surrounded by death and destruction of many cities and millions 
refugees linked to an Islamic Spring, check their economy 
compared to global financial systems in Europe. 
Their recent world business is fuelled by over 300 Jewish 
Laureates received the Noble Price compared to a surrounding 
ISLAM only three but measure it against population statistic. 
 But if they forsook the covenant and became like the 
surrounding world will experience a curse, hatred, horrible 
persecution like a Hitler holocaust going back repeated for 
thousands of years mostly on the 9th of Av, a Jewish Holiday.   
The sum total (70) ON THAT DAY will accelerate projecting 
the 21st Century Civilization to end and will focus on God’s 
purpose once more which is Jerusalem in the center his 
cherished footstool where history will be made again. Anyone 
messing around with that city will remember 70 times repeated 
"One that Day" being warned that many times.  

It is the last option offered to mankind by Jesus Christ to accept 
Eternal Life, reminiscent of life given to those surviving in 
Noah's boat. Probably most all of us will die from the 52 Km 
asteroid, check the date ending our civilization or convince me 
otherwise. The Kosmos curtain will rise for the main act of 
God's Plan for Mankind centered what comes from the Heh-
dimension which starts first in heaven but will be ending on 
earth-Daleth dimension foretold thousand of years ago 98 AD, 
a new civilization arriving suddenly, unexpected, with birth 
bangs now concluded. 

Then I saw heaven opened, and there was a white 
horse! Its rider is called Faithful and True, and in 
righteousness he judges and makes war. His eyes are 
like a flame of fire, and on his head are many diadems; 
and he has a name inscribed that no one knows but 
himself. He is clothed in a robe dipped in blood, and his 
name is called The Word of God. And the armies of 
heaven, wearing fine linen, white and pure, were 
following him on white horses. 
From his mouth comes a sharp sword with which to 
strike down the nations, and he will rule them with a rod 
of iron; he will tread the wine press of the fury of the 
wrath of God YHWH the Almighty. On his robe and on 
his thigh he has a name inscribed,  

“King of kings and Lord of lords.” 
Then I saw the beast and the kings of the earth with 
their armies gathered to make war against the rider on 
the horse and against his army. And the beast was 
captured, and with it the false prophet who had 
performed in its presence the signs by which he 
deceived those who had received the mark of the beast 
and those who worshiped its image.  
These two were thrown alive into the lake of fire that 
burns with sulfur. And the rest were killed by the sword 
of the rider on the horse, the sword that came from his 
mouth; and all the birds were gorged with their flesh. 
(Rev. 19:11-21 NRSV)  

Notice only the Bible reveals that all human governments will 
be terminated establishing a permanent new righteous Age 
lasting a 1000 years, enforced by an extraterrestrial powerful 
army lead by Yeshua. Now highly honored, he exchanged a 
lowly donkey for a white horse to victoriously enter Jerusalem 
walking in reverse the same 14 stations to Golgotha now a 
tourist attraction. A thorn-blooded crown was exchanged for a 
royal gold and diamond headdress, followed by powerful angel 
dignitaries as once told to an unbelieving Pontius Pilate in 35 
AD. It will start God’s Kingdom on Earth with authority 
demonstrated by a cosmic asteroid. Continue reading. 

For I will gather all the nations against Jerusalem to 
battle, and the city shall be taken and the houses looted 
and the women raped; half the city shall go into exile, 
but the rest of the people shall not be cut off from the 
city. (Zechariah 14:2) 
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In the final end-stage the last curtain call shows a huge global 
army was gathered from many nations surrounding Jerusalem 
for the last Armageddon war linked to the Satan-possessed 
world leader Antichrist matching a Jewish calendar feasts 
calculated from Daniel's data (25 July 2015) It overlays with a 
commemorated pivotal Av 9 date again repeated many times 
over in history, check the (Pearl #135).  
It will start the prophesied Jacobs Trouble exploding in an Islam 
rage determined to exterminate all of ISRAEL being 
surrounded and backed up by Egypt, a UN force, collaborated 
with Russia involved with China in all out world war. Squeezed 
in the middle will be unbelievable repeating history but again 
slaying without mercy four (4) million Jews with only a few 
widowed women & children surviving. (Zechariah. 13:8) & 
(Pearl #120). 
Consequently that act of aggression will infuriated GOD'S 
extraterrestrial WRATH exploding in bigger revenge for each 
Jewish Citizen killed; do the math will end with 1:500 ratio 
which is 2 billion dead bodies surrounding Jerusalem. Read 
what is written prophesied in the Bible announcing the Second 
and Third WOE getting terrible worse. (Rev. 6:12) (Rev. 9:12)   
To find out how the apocalypse ends with detailed events 
seventy (70) times "On that Day" concluding with an asteroid 
for the second time experienced by mankind. But this time the 
asteroid evidence will not vanishing in water sinking an Atlantis 
Civilization in the Golf of Mexico, but being virtually too big 
(52 Km) must break up in million rocks to fulfill prophesy 
affecting world wide gigantic earth-quakes. It still is causing 
another earth axis-wobble appearing to us looking in the sky 
moving like shaking stars in the midst of spreading dust diming 
the sun & moon intensity by 1/3 foretold matching science 
observations.   
Keep counting (70) times, and be convinced that the ELOHIM 
means business "On That Day."  
Then the Lord YHWH will go forth and fight against those 
nations as when he fights on a day of battle.    

On that day his feet shall stand on the Mount of Olives, 
which lies before Jerusalem on the east; and the Mount 
of Olives shall be split in two from east to west by a very 
wide valley; so that one half of the Mount shall 
withdraw northward, and the other half southward.  
On that day living waters shall flow out from 
Jerusalem, half of them to the eastern sea and half of 
them to the western sea; it shall continue in summer as 
in winter. (Zechariah 14:1-9 NRSV) 
On that day - And there came flashes of lightning, 
rumblings, peals of thunder, and a violent earthquake, 
such as had not occurred since people were upon the 
earth, so violent was that earthquake. The great city was 
split into three parts, and all the cities of the nations fell.  
On that day God YHWH remembered great Babylon 
and gave her the wine-cup of the fury of his WRATH. 
And every island fled away, and no mountains were to 
be found; and huge hailstones, each weighing about a 
hundred pounds, dropped from heaven on people, until 
they cursed God for the plague of the hail, so fearful 
was that plague. (Revelation 16:18)  

Moving mountains, exploding rocks, fire in the sky much can 
be explained in science demonstrated by an Asteroid impact. 
Scientists told us in 2006 magazine front-page watch a 52 km 
asteroid already in 825-day orbit projected to hit our earth will 
change forever mankind and causing once more an axis-wobble 
altering a calendar explained with science in various Pearls.  
It will be followed by horrendous earthquakes, beyond the 
Richter scale, that will shake, destroy and end our civilization, 
guaranteed.  

Now the Lord YHWH is about to lay waste the earth 
and make it desolate, and he will twist its surface and 
scatter its inhabitants.  
On that Day the Lord will punish the host of heaven in 
heaven, and on earth the kings of the earth. The earth 
shall be utterly laid waste and utterly despoiled; for the 
Lord (YHWH) has spoken this word…The earth lies 
polluted under its inhabitants; for they have transgressed 
laws, violated the statutes, broken the everlasting 
covenant.  
Therefore a curse devours the earth, and its inhabitants 
suffer for their guilt; therefore the inhabitants of the earth 
dwindled, and few people are left. (Isaiah 24:1 NRSV)  
Thus says the Lord YHWH of hosts: See, disaster is 
spreading from nation to nation, and a great tempest is 
stirring from the farthest parts of the earth! Those slain 
by the Lord YHWH 
On that day shall extend from one end of the earth to 
the other. They shall not be lamented, or gathered, or 
buried; they shall become dung on the surface of the 
ground. (Jeremiah 25:32-33)  

Ending 4 prophets prediction pointing 70 times "On that day" 
with detailed events from a different perspective will conclude 
that the invisible ELOHIM is revealed once more as the Eternal 
WORD, visible for us in Jesus the Christ being the Redeemer 
saving humanity to survive total corruption linked to God's 
Divine Plan.  
What will be remembered by many generations, for a thousand 
years, when the Jewish survivors will stack up a huge pyramid 
of unbelievable two (2) billion bleached skull heads & bones 
collected seven-month long to purify the countryside.   
Check (Isaiah 66:24)…the fire of their dead bodies shall not be 
quenched - could that be radiation from Iran's nuclear arsenal 
meltdown? It will become a lasting consecrated bone-scull 
pyramid Monument of GOD’S WRATH to remind future 
generations do not mess with the covenant people chosen by the 
Creator ELOHIM.  (Ezekiel 34:11-31) 

On that day the Lord YHWH will thresh from the 
channel of the Euphrates to the Wadi of Egypt, and you 
will be gathered one by one, O people of Israel.  
On that day a great trumpet will be blown, and those 
who were lost in the land of Assyria and those who were 
driven out to the land of Egypt will come and worship 
the Lord YHWH on the holy mountain at Jerusalem. 
(Isaiah 27:12-13 NRSV)  
Then...the Lord YHWH my God will come and all the 
holy ones with him... (The First Resurrection of the 
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Saints) Therefore prophesy, and say to them, Thus says 
the Lord YHWH God: 
I am going to open your graves, and bring you up from 
your graves, O my people; and I will bring you back to 
the land of Israel. And you shall know that I am the 
Lord YHWH, when I open your graves, and bring you 
up from your graves. (Ezekiel 37:12-13) 

If you survive GOD'S WRATH, you will witness the BIRTH of 
the Saints in the First Resurrection with the BIRTH of a new 
nation ISRAEL crowned with a King. It is fulfilling many 
promises to Abraham resurrected to witness his descendants 
will now proliferate like the stars in the sky. Watch the next 
Jewish holyday Jesus Birthday starting a Hebrew New Year 
Civilization according to the Torah tradition & include true 
science 70 times repeated, "On that day". 

And the Lord will become king over all the earth, on that 
day the Lord (YHWH) will be one and his name one. 

(∞ Divine) !  YHWH (BC"AD) YESHUAH #  (Human) 

2000 years ago Jesus stood before the Sanhedrin High Court 
being ask the final question, "Are you the eternal "YHWH*?" 
Answered simple stated, "I AM" (Exodus 3:14) and forthwith 
was horrible tortured executed on a cross with a thorny crown 
and inscribed above a wooden plate, unusually for a criminal, in 
three languages declaring a historic note "King of the Jews".   
Appearing again coming from Heh-heaven to the Daleth-earth 
dimension but this time with a golden crown to testify that he is 
"Lord of ALL" now identifying his name as the eternal WORD 
declared now the veil removed Aleph - Ω showing the wounds 
received in the house of his friends. (John 1:1)  (Ezekiel 36:22).   
Therefore say to the house of Israel, Thus says the Lord God 
YHWH: It is not for your sake, O house of Israel, that I am 
about to act, but for the sake of my holy name, which you have 
profaned among the nations to which you came.  
I will sanctify my great name, which has been profaned  
 among the nations, and which you have profaned 
 among them; and the nations shall know that I am 
 the Lord YHWH says the Lord God YHWH, when 
 through you I display my holiness before their eyes. 
I will take you from the nations, and gather you from all the 
 countries, and bring you into your own land. 
I will sprinkle clean water upon you, and you shall be clean 
 from all your uncleannesses, and from all your idols 
I will cleanse you. A new heart 
I will give you, and a new spirit 
I will put within you; and remove from your body the heart of 
stone and give you a heart of flesh. 
I will put my spirit within you, and make you follow my statutes 
and be careful to observe my ordinances. Then you shall live in 
the land that I gave to your ancestors; and you shall be my 
people, and 
I will be your God. 
I will save you from all your uncleannesses, and 

I will summon the grain and make it abundant and lay no 
famine upon you. 
I will make the fruit of the tree and the produce of the field 
abundant, so that you may never again suffer the disgrace of 
famine among the nations. Then you shall remember your evil 
ways, and your dealings that were not good; and you shall 
loathe yourselves for your iniquities and your abominable 
deeds. It is not for your sake that 
I will act, says the Lord God YHWH; let that be known to you. 
Be ashamed and dismayed for your ways, O house of Israel. 
Thus says the Lord God YHWH: On the day that I cleanse you 
from all your iniquities, 
I will cause the towns to be inhabited, and the waste places 
shall be rebuilt. The land that was desolate shall be tilled, 
instead of being the desolation that it was in the sight of all who 
passed by. And they will say, 
“This land that was desolate has become like the Garden of 
Eden; and the waste and desolate and ruined towns are now 
inhabited and fortified.” Then the nations that are left all 
around you shall know that I, the Lord YHWH have rebuilt the 
ruined places, and replanted that which was desolate; I, the 
Lord, have spoken, and I will do it. 
Thus says the Lord God YHWH 
I will also let the house of Israel ask me to do this for them: to 
increase their population like a flock. Like the flock for 
sacrifices, like the flock at Jerusalem during her appointed 
festivals, so shall the ruined towns be filled with flocks of 
people. Then they shall know that I am the Lord YHWH. 
(Ezekiel 36:22-37 NRSV) 
14 x I will and 70 x On That Day ending with the seven 
Shmita matches the date below with many Babushka egg Pearls 
linked to next Jubilee. It aligns with Rabbi Judah Ben Samuel 
projections, a top Talmudic scholar in Germany, who 
prophesied in 1217 that after the 16th Jubilee of 50 years each, 
the Messianic Kingdom would begin after: 

17 September 2017 AD 
*YHWH is the Tetragrammaton that the Wycliffe Encyclopedic 
Bible Dictionary state was used over 6,800 times in the original 
Hebrew text of the Torah. But was it intentionally removed 
from the translated text to conceal the Blessed Name? Why?  
In lawful terms it is like erasing the many initialized, short 
signatures on every page and paragraph of a legal sales contract 
identifying the owner’s wishes in order to prevent to tamper 
with its terms. Why was YHWH removed? (Pearl #141) 

Y=1 + H=5 + W=6 + H=5 = 17 Victory 

Babushka concept eggs keep raising the ante for me to develop a 
sequel to decipher the mystery of God’s Wrath examining 
another prophet Zephaniah, while focusing on the ending of the 
Apocalypse, decoding ancient scripture. (Pearl #246, Pearl #112)
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Pearl #243 - The Book of Zephaniah Decoded 
A Second Court Witness is presented with detailed events put in 
brackets to alert us how the Apocalypse projected 2008-2015. 
This decoded scripture is a sequel of Pearl #245 Tzolkin clock 
to emphasize a warning from ELOHIM to counsel everyone. 
20 x "I Will" & 31x "SHALL" 
 (Copied from the NRSV Bible) 
The word of the Lord-YHWH that came to Zephaniah, son of 
Cushi, son of Gedaliah, son of Amariah, son of Hezekiah, in the 
days of King Josiah, son of Amon of Judah.  
   I will utterly sweep everything (poisoned environment)
 from the face of the earth, says the Lord-YHWH 
 (with an  asteroid).  
   I will sweep away (evil) humans and (GMO) animals; 
   I will sweep away (mass-produced deadly GMO in the 
 food chain) the birds (chicken-turkey) of the air 
 and the (Frankenstein salmon) fish of the sea.  
   I will make the wicked (politician) stumble. 

   I will cut off (atheistic) humanity from the face of the  earth,  
 says the Lord-YHWH. 
I will stretch out my hand against (disobedient) Judah, and 
against all the inhabitants (Palestinians and Jews) of Jerusalem; 
and cut off from this place every remnant of Baal (Islam religion) 
and the name of the idolatrous priests (Ayatollah's); those who 
bow down on the roofs to the host of the heavens (Babylon half 
moon); those who bow down and swear to the Lord-YHWH, 
(Rabbi's) but also swear by Milcom (High-Technology); those 
who have turned back from following the Lord-YHWH, who 
have not sought the Lord -YHWH or inquired of him.  
Be silent before the Lord God-YHWH!  
For the day of the Lord is at hand; the Lord -YHWH has 
prepared a sacrifice, he has consecrated his guests.  
On the day (4 April 2015) at the Lord’s -YHWH sacrifice 
 (passover-Yamei Matzot {Death-Angels}) 
I will punish the (UN) officials and the king’s sons (dictators) 
and all who dress themselves in foreign attire (diplomats). 
On that day  
I will punish all who leap over (divide) the thresholds (10 
Commandments), who fill their master’s house with violence 
(terrorist) and fraud (bankers and judges).   
On that day, says the Lord-YHWH, a cry (TV headliner) will 
be heard from the Fish Gate (TV-Media), a wail from the 
Second Quarter (UN building) a loud crash from the hills 
(White House). The inhabitants of the Mortar (world 
community) wail for all the (Stock Market) traders have 
perished; all who weigh out silver (worthless paper 
investments) are cut off.   
At that time I will search (X-Ray) Jerusalem 
with lamps, (expose) and I will punish the people who rest 
complacently on their dregs (money), those who say (wishy-
washy) in their hearts," The Lord-YHWH will not do good, nor 
will he do harm”(there is no good or evil but all is relative). 

Their wealth shall be plundered, and their houses laid waste. 
Though they build houses, they shall not inhabit them; though 
they plant vineyards, they shall not drink wine from them. 
The Great Day of the Lord-YHWH is near, near and hastening 
fast; the sound of  
the day of the Lord-YHWH Wrath 
is bitter, the warrior (military defeated) cries aloud there. 
That day will be a day of Wrath, (lightening-burning rocks in 
the sky surrounded by a cosmic light Jesus appearing) 
   a day of distress and anguish,  
   a day of ruin and devastation, 
   a day of darkness and gloom, 
   a day of clouds and thick darkness, 
   a day of trumpet blast and battle cry against the fortified cities 
               and against the (Russian-Chinese) lofty battlements.  
I will bring such distress upon people that they shall walk like 
the blind; because they have  
sinned against the Lord-YHWH, their blood shall be poured out  
like dust, and their flesh  
like dung.  
Neither their silver nor their gold will be able to save them  
the day of the Lord’s-YHWH Wrath;  
In the fire of his passion  
the whole earth shall be consumed; for a full,  
a terrible end he will make -all the inhabitants of the earth. 

(Chapter 2 – Read Zechariah 1:10-18) 

Gather together, gather, O shameless (UN) nation,  
before   you are driven away like the drifting chaff,  

before  there comes upon you the fierce anger of  YHWH,  
before    there comes upon you  
the day of the Lord’s -YHWH Wrath.  
Seek the Lord-YHWH, all you (true Christians) humble of the   
 land, who do his commands;  
Seek  (first) righteousness,  
Seek   humility; perhaps you may be hidden (survive) on  
the day of the Lord’s-YHWH Wrath. 
For Gaza (far vision Bible telescope) shall be deserted, and 
Ashkelon (Tel Aviv-Yafo Israel) shall become a desolation; 
Ashdod’s people (Lebanon) shall be driven out at noon, and 
Ekron (Palestinian occupied cities) shall be uprooted.  Ah, 
inhabitants of the seacoast, you (Islam) nation of the Cherethites! 
The word of the Lord-YHWH is against you, O Canaan, land of 
the Philistines (Palestinian occupying Jewish land). 
I will destroy you until no inhabitant is left.  
And you, O seacoast (Gaza), shall be pastures, meadows for 
shepherds and folds for flocks. (Totally depopulated) 
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The seacoast Gaza shall become the possession of the remnant 
of the house of Judah, on which they shall pasture, and in the 
houses of Ashkelon (Israel) they shall lie down at evening. For 
the Lord-YHWH their God will be mindful of them and restore 
their fortunes. I have heard the taunts of Moab (Saudis) and the 
reviling of the Ammonites (Jordan), how they have taunted my 
people and made boasts against their territory. 
Therefore, as I live, says the Lord-YHWH of hosts, the God of 
Israel, Moab (Saudis) shall become like Sodom and the 
Ammonites (Jordan) like Gomorrah, a land possessed by 
nettles and salt pits, and a waste forever.  
The remnant of my people shall plunder them, and the 
survivors of my nation shall possess them. This shall be their 
lot in return for their pride, because they scoffed and boasted 
against the people of the Lord-YHWH of hosts. 
The Lord-YHWH will be terrible against them; he will shrivel all 
the God’s (technology) of the earth, and to him shall bow down, 
each in its place, all the coasts and islands (Britain) of the (UN) 
nations.   
You also, O Ethiopians (Egypt), shall be killed by my sword. 
And he will stretch out his hand against the north (Russia), and 
destroy Assyria (Turkey-Syria-Iran-Iraq-Afghanistan-Pakistan) 
and he will make Nineveh (Iraq) a desolation, a dry waste like 
the desert.  
Herds shall lie down in it, every wild animal; the desert owl and 
the screech owl shall lodge on its capitals; the owl shall hoot at 
the window, the raven croak on the threshold; for its cedar work 
will be laid bare. 
Is this the exultant city (Damascus-Syria [Isaiah 17] NYC?) 
that lived secure, that said to itself, 
 “I am, and there is no one else”?  
What a desolation it has become, a lair for wild animals! 
Everyone who passes by it hisses and shakes the fist. 

(Chapter 3 - read Zachariah 2:1-15) 
Ah, soiled, defiled, oppressing city! (Jerusalem) 
   It has listened to no voice;  
   it has accepted no correction.  
   It has not trusted in the Lord; 
   it has not drawn near to its God.  
The officials within it are roaring lions;  
its judges are evening wolves that leave nothing until the 
 morning.  
Its prophets are reckless, faithless persons;  
its priests have profaned what is sacred, they have done 
 violence to the law. 
The Lord-YHWH within it is righteous; he does no wrong.  
Every morning he renders his judgment, each dawn without 
fail; but the unjust knows no shame.  
I have cut off (every UN) nations; their battlements are in ruins; 
I have laid waste their streets so that no one walks in them; 
their cities have been made desolate, without people, without 

inhabitants (global every city shattered by 10 days massive 
earth quakes caused by the  52Km asteroid). 
I said, “Surely the city (Jerusalem) will fear me 
it will accept correction;  it will not lose sight of all that I have 
brought upon it. ”But they were the more eager to make all their 
deeds corrupt.  Therefore wait for me, says the Lord-YHWH,  
for  the day when I arise as a witness  
for  my decision is to gather nations (Russia-China)  
to  assemble kingdoms (Europe),  
to pour out upon them my indignation, all the heat of my anger;  
for  in the fire of my passion all the earth shall be consumed.  
At that time will change the speech (global English Language) 
of the peoples (nation) to the pure (original Hebrew Adam-Eve) 
speech, that all of them may call on the name of the Lord-YHWH 
and serve him with one accord. (Zech. 3:9-10) From beyond the 
rivers of Ethiopia (future Civilization-God Kingdom on Earth) 
my suppliants, my scattered ones, shall bring my offering.  
On that day you shall not be put to shame (Israel) because of 
all the deeds by which you have rebelled against me; for then I 
will remove from your midst your proudly exultant ones, 
(Knesset bureaucrats-politicians) and you shall no longer be 
haughty in my holy mountain. (Pearl # 120) 
I will leave in the midst of you a people humble and lowly. They 
shall seek refuge in the name of the Lord-YHWH — the remnant 
of Israel they shall do no wrong and utter no lies, nor shall a 
deceitful tongue be found in their mouths. Then they will pasture 
and lie down, and no one shall make them afraid.  Sing aloud, O 
daughter Zion; shout, O Israel! Rejoice and exult with all your 
heart, O daughter Jerusalem! The Lord-YHWH has taken away 
the judgments against you, he has turned away your enemies. The 
king of Israel (Jesus Christ the only begotten Son of) the Lord-
YHWH, is in your midst; you shall fear disaster no more. 
(Zechariah 3:11-15) 
On that day it shall be said to Jerusalem: 
Do not fear, O Zion; do not let your hands grow weak. The 
Lord-YHWH, your God, is in your midst, a warrior who gives 
victory; (repeated again) 
The Lord-YHWH, your God, is in your midst a (eternal cosmic) 
warrior who gives victory;  
he will rejoice over you with gladness,  
he will renew you in his love;  
he will exult over you with loud singing as on a day of festival. 

I will remove disaster from you, so that you will not bear  
 reproach for it. 
I will deal with all your oppressors at that time. And  
I will save the lame and gather the outcast, and  
I will change their shame into praise and renown in all the earth. 
 At that time (12 o'clock) – 21 September 2017 
 I will bring you home at the time when I gather you     
 I will make you renowned and praised among all the 
 peoples of the earth, when  
   I restore your fortunes before your eyes, says YHWH 
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Conclusion:  
The Apocalypse is Only 5 Months? 
Jesus said observe the sign Matthew 24 for the Apocalypse: 
1. Watch the next event in Jerusalem. The Palestinians and 

Jews will share the Holy Temple Mount. It will be divided 
by a cement wall one side the Islam Mosque next a Jewish 
Holy place. But the Jewish sacred real estate will only have 
on it a temporary structure like a replication of Moses Tent 
Tabernacle. That will resolve a political Islam solution or 
interim UN peace resolution to fulfill prophecy calculated 
4 April 2015. It is defiling his holy name once more in 
violation of His covenant will make ELOHIM very angry 
tied to another Jewish holocaust. (Pearl #174 – The Future 
of Two Temples).   

He said to me, “Mortal, this is the place of my throne and the 
place for the soles of my feet, where I will reside among the 
people of Israel forever. The house of Israel shall no more 
defile my holy name, neither they nor their kings, by their 
whoring…When they placed their threshold by my threshold 
and their doorposts beside my doorposts, with only a wall 
between me and them, they were defiling my holy name by their 
abominations that they committed; therefore I have consumed 
them in my anger.” (Ezekiel 43:7-12 NRSV) 
2. Watch for two extraordinary Preachers like Jonah pointing 

out God's WRATH with great signs and wonder, healing 
and supernatural demonstration. They will be killed after 
42 months in Jerusalem.  

3. Watch the global headliner event on 9 Av - 25 July 2015 
in Jerusalem. Read Pearl #135 - Did Ancient calendars and 
clocks forecast the Future?  

4. Watch: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=HXUqfNQ3J0o       
5. The Apocalypse tribulation will end with many nations 

assembled sending an army to Armageddon to squelch an 
Islamic uprising to prevent the final genocide of Israel. But 
is accelerating into World War III and itself being 
destroyed by a 52 Km asteroid appearing according to 
(Matthew 24:29). Check Babushka Egg #10 ELOHIM 
Jod Supreme Court to discover the reason.  

To wrap up Jonah's Warning, the Apocalypse has started in the 
Heh-dimension where Satan and his bunch got thrown out by 
the Archangel Michael's army. They will arrive on the earth in 
the Daleth dimension on a date projected 4 April 2015.  
That causes the Apocalypse period Jesus warned us about, to 
end on 17 September 2015. Satan knows that the ELOHIM has 
permitted only 5 months for the Apocalypse (Rev. 9:5) and will 
now permanently be evicted bound in Hell for thousand years. 
But his 200 million evil fallen angel-demons from the Kosmos 
netherworld controlling the atheistic One-World-System will be 
totally eliminated and executed, disappearing forever during 
God's-WRATH by a special designed extremely powerful 
force of (4) DEATH ANGELS. The cosmic EVIL influence 
will now be absent in the next Third Civilization-God’s 
Kingdom on Earth with unending bliss.   
The final curtain act will gather many nations lead by the Satan-
Antichrist collecting one of the greatest historic military armed 
displays of modern technology ever gathers at Armageddon 

accelerating toward a global uncontrolled frenzied nuclear 
conflict. Satan's final strategy is aimed to make this earth totally 
lifeless and bare like the universe. (Pearl #233) But just in time, 
the Creator ELOHIM-YHWH steps on top of Jerusalem to 
preserve LIFE for future mankind destined to last another 1000 
years, ruled by the only begotten son Jesus Christ, King of 
kings, Lord of lords. (Rev. 19:11-21) Part 3. 
On the edge of a gigantic global nuclear exchange billions 
Mortals tainted with evil will perish too in God's WRATH. It 
is repeating ancient history similar to the Atlantis Civilization             
(5 February 2287 BC) to remove any traces of EVIL on earth. 
Again an asteroid will cause an earth-axis change with science 
consequences. Only ISRAEL, young gentile children-babies 
and adults belonging to the Saints separated like sheep from the 
goats Jesus preached will incredible survive.  
What is not taught in church but is verified throughout the 
scripture that God’s Kingdom on Earth will no longer tolerate 
the many global religions invented by Satan all will be totally 
annihilated and forgotten. Only one true divine mono-religion 
of the Bible will be taught by the resurrected Saints to the 
surviving children and even ISRAEL will adapt a revised faith 
to honor the ELOHIM. The Apocalypse placenta atheistic 
world-system will be totally burned by the asteroid, read the 70 
events from four prophets in the Bible "On That Day" as 
Satan's global destructive cancer - atheistic politics and religions 
must be cut out with God's WRATH. (Pearl #245) 
We have learned that the Fifth Angel in the Heh-dimension 
heaven (Rev. 9) usually translated The Angel of Jehovah is in 
charge of four (4) special Death Angels designed to be an 
efficient executioner similar to in (Exodus 12:29 /13:15) killing 
all the firstborn in Egypt during Moses time, similar to when 
King Hezekiah was surrounded by 185,000 soldiers all were 
killed over night. (2 Kings 19:35) (Pearl #246) 
Death Angels will be used again selectively killing two thirds of 
the leftover civilization during God’s Wrath chosen like goats 
from sheep. That is illustrated in: "two men will be in the field, 
one is taken the other is left." (Math. 24:40) They are instructed 
by what Jesus preached in is discourse, now redefined as 
thirteen (13) Judgment violations of God’s Wrath:  
“You have heard that it was said to those of ancient times, ‘You 
shall not murder’; and ‘whoever murders [goat] shall be liable 
to judgment.’ But I say to you that if you are angry [goat] with 
a brother or sister, you will be liable to judgment; and if you 
insult [goat] a brother or sister, you will be liable to the 
council; and if you say, ‘You fool [goat],’ you will be liable to 
the hell of fire [goat]. (Matthew 5:21-22 NRSV, [brackets 
added] 
When Satan loses the heavenly battle with Archangel Michael’s 
army he will continue for five (5) months in the Daleth 
dimension Earth level. Mortals will then physically experience 
what Hell is like starting (4 April 2015) when being surrounded 
with horrible demon possessions. Jesus referred to it as the 
worst time ever for Mankind. After 150 days all Demon Angels 
are terminated by the Four Death-Angels and Satan is bound in 
iron chains being incarcerated in the dark netherworld for a 
thousand years. The world War III ended with a 52 Km asteroid 
strike followed by gigantic earthquakes according to science 
and metaphysic projections on 17 September 2015. 
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The End Story -  
God's Kingdom on Earth 2018-3018 
The King of kings, Lord of lords, Jesus Christ will return to 
earth in extraordinary unimaginable cosmic splendor, in a 
spectacle of a brightly lit gigantic 1800 mile Kosmos Satellite 
spaceship (Star of Bethlehem) lights flashing and shining 
globally suspended in the sky brighter than the sun. Hovering 
over Jerusalem His first event accompanied with mighty 
heavenly dignitaries will walk backwards the same path of the 
historic 14 stations, which became a tourist attraction where he 
carried 2000 years ago his cross to Golgotha.  
A new birth of a totally different civilization never experience 
before will have started with a new calendar to last 490 Daniels 
years as mentioned in Pearl #224 emerging with Satan no 
longer is around to tempt mankind with evil. To widen a 
knowledge horizon much is explained in Babushka egg concept 
books and Pearls. Worldwide a new mono-language will be 
introduced rooted in the historic Bible, God's unerring WORD, 
but still will have the ethnic diversity preserved of various 
cultures as nations are reborn from the surviving children as evil 
adults all have perished. It appears that only small children 
innocent not evil will survive being taken care off by the 200 
million FIRST BORN resurrected Saints and fed with the 
Manna until grown up. God again provided to sustain life as 
experienced during Moses time. …Jesus said, “Let the little 
children come to me, and do not stop them; for it is to such as 
these that the kingdom of heaven belongs.” (Matt. 19:14)    
The FIRST BORN from various centuries since Adam will rule 
the new World Order and imprint the good things creating new 
lifestyles energized and directed by divine council. The social 
order can no longer be compared what historical was, as new 
laws are introduced to implement much of the foundation 
previously laid out in the Gospel for example:   
…for in Christ Jesus you are all children of God through faith. 
There is no longer Jew or Greek, there is no longer slave or 
free, there is no longer male and female; for all of you are one 
in Christ Jesus. And if you belong to Christ, then you are 
Abraham’s offspring, heirs according to the promise…And 
because you are children, God has sent the Spirit of his Son into 
our hearts, crying, “Abba! Father!” (Galatians 3:24-4:7) 
It does not take a rocket scientist to realize how revolutionary 
this new society will be organized to have finally peace on 
earth, as war will no longer be remembered. The earth and 
nature is groaning for its redemption the revelation of the Saints 
will help Nature to its former splendor. A climate change will 
open up more land now under permafrost changed to a more 
temperate climate. The earth will be purified once more like in 
Noah’s day as a smaller earth-axis wobble will shake the ocean 
again caused by the asteroid creating a mini-flood. It will clean 
up the garbage and poison leftover in every country and oceans. 
The elevated mountain top around Jerusalem is pronounced 
HOLY, as described by Ezekiel and is a replication, the one in 
heaven now placed in orbit like a satellite again a Star of 
Bethlehem (Pearl #174) shining like in ancient times. ISRAEL 
will build the Fourth Temple on top, which will not look like a 
cube with 6 sides, like 666 (AxBxC), but must now conform to 
the metaphysical 5-sided Pyramid Kosmos system overlay 

because God’s creation is based on Divine intelligence linked to 
the Hebrew Alphabet Number System. (Pearl #246) 
Under the Pyramid-Temple foundation from deep inside the 
earth will become the source of two large rivers filling up the 
Dead Sea Basin, the deepest hole on earth, with healing water. 
The Bible mentioned fruit trees on both sides and plenty of fish 
caught with nets. In addition Satan's counterfeit religions 
propagated for 6000 years that corrupted so many societies 
reflecting the worship of demons will no longer be allowed 
living on earth. Evil must be replaced with God’s righteousness 
to make a future God’s Kingdom on Earth flourish. The core 
message of the New Mono faith is:  

Let the same mind be in you that was in Christ Jesus 
who, though he was in the form of God, did not regard 
equality with God as something to be exploited, but 
emptied himself, taking the form of a slave, being born 
in human likeness. And being found in human form, he 
humbled himself and became obedient to the point of 
death—even death on a cross.  
Therefore God also highly exalted him and gave him 
the name that is above every name, so that at the name 
of Jesus every knee should bow, in heaven and on 
earth and under the earth, and every tongue must 
confess that Jesus Christ is Lord, to the glory of God 
the Father -YHWH. (Philippians 2:5-11 NRSV)  

The Time Dimension Curtain Closes 
After 1000 years (3018 BC – 9 Av 6777) one more assignment 
is waiting for Satan for the final act closing the Kosmos Theater 
stage curtain. Satan’s initial rebellion caused the Time 
Dimension to appear in 4488 BC and consequently he is 
featured to end with another last rebellion unrepentant being the 
last evil actor leaving the stage of the creation story curtain of 
the Elohim’s KOSMOS PLAN Theater. (Revelation 20:7) 
Satan is appointed to end the Time Dimension for the last act, 
as Hell was previously emptied of its inmates. All previous 
mortals and angels will have disappeared willingly, with a free 
choice to accept God’s final offer explained in Part 2.   
Satan will now find himself totally alone. God will ask him 
concluding questions like these:   

Where are your friends, those who started your rebellion 
alongside you? Why is the place empty?  Where are those 
mortals who served you? They all have left Hell willingly - 
all are gone!  
You, who ruled the Kosmos, the most powerful Arch 
Cherub Angel, why have you perverted "My Creation" 
since you knew very well that without the Alpha-(+ONE)-
Force the infinite energy fueling the Kosmos coming from 
within the Godhead, nothing can exist?   
Satan for the first time is now silent, bowed on his knees, 
totally naked, alone with not one being on his side, stripped 
of everything, naked before his Creator. He will ask, 
“Please make an end of me, too. I beg.”    

A principle emerges that we can learn from: Life is given or taken 
away only by the Creator. It is a free gift, even for Satan. But it is 
also linked to consequences for all created beings. One option is 
to accept God’s invitation and appreciates to live in his House 
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(Beth) according to his rules, or choose death, the second option, 
and be dissolved into nothingness. In science even NOTHING as 
a concept cannot exist in nature without the LOGOS (John 1) 
expressing intelligence directing nature to give it Gestalt.  
Hell, the Time Dimension and Evil were the result of Satan's 
rebellion in 4488 BC and will conclude in the Lake of Fire, the 
biggest black hole in the universe. Only the embedded immune 
system in every Saint and resurrected Mortal will forever 
remind that there was a time of EVIL, when mankind was 
tested and forgiven. This will be remembered in the New 
Heaven-New Earth: we must be ever vigilant to honor the 
Creator, so that Evil will never be possible again.  
Being inoculated with evil only has an inbuilt memory to 
remind mortals and angels alike what existed in a Time-
dimension lasting 7000 years measured by an earth axis going 
around the sun sustained by the creator. But unspeakable Life 
on a higher order (butterfly) will continue and expanding for 
those being chosen by the creator ELOHIM enjoying its 
splendor now perfected and forever grateful. That will finally 
close the Kosmos Theater curtain, ending the consequences of 
Lucifer's rebellion drama in the Heh and Daleth dimensions. 
The curtain falls as the last actor exits the stage.  

Time and Evil are no more – Hallelujah! 
That KOSMOS drama will never be replayed again and all 
those who got lost are eternally forgotten. Maybe God has some 
kind of cosmic TV not mentioned in the Bible and offer history 
re-run channels I like to see what was it like to live in the first 
century after the expulsion of Adam and Eve. Otherwise will 
have only a subconscious memories of what was, as LIFE is 
continued on the Jod dimension exponential expanding into 
New Heaven (Kaf=20) for angels or a New Earth for redeemed 
mortals promised for those who want to live forever.    
My advice to you is to play it safe. Choose wisely and do not 
stand in the middle of the conflict with Satan, but be sheltered. 
Call on Jesus’ name the LOGOS described in the Gospel of 
John to be resurrected and saved in the last Resurrection. But 
could choose wisely, but if offered a better option belonging to 
the FIRST BORN Saints who is the entourage of the King Jesus 
Christ given only to those having more love-oil told by Jesus in 
his 10 virgins story (Matt. 25:1-13 - Pearl #200). 
I hope my writing will point out that we are in the middle of the 
Apocalypse to make a decision just in time, as Jonah came to 
the town square again to announce, "REPENT" like ancient 
Nineveh. To prove that the ELOHIM means business He 
published the 9th Babushka egg concept book sent to 60 
embassies. It is described where energy comes from and re-
discovered by Nicola Tesla. Check it out free on the Internet. 
The Ultimate Renewable Energy Engine will give mankind 
totally free energy for a thousand years, even designed 16 
electric generators using Gravity-Water-Air and Magnetism 
extracting a clean unlimited nonpolluting Electricity energy.  
A second witness was provided for the atheistic skeptic with the 
#10 Babushka egg concept book ELOHIM JOD SUPREME 
COURT that documents why the Apocalypse is essential for 
Mankind to start a new Civilization to last 1000 years (2018-
3018). It reminds a 21st Century Civilization the last generation 
mortals that their world politics is controlled by evil GMO-Oil 

Cartels linked to a determined to demolish God’s creation and 
to annihilate all LIFE on earth fuelled by corrupted global 
governments and stealing bankers printing fiat money. Those 
serving Satan and his unsustainable destructive evil system will 
be terminated by GOD'S WRATH – guaranteed! 
Mankind once more is in gross violation of ELOHIM’s 
contract. It initiated a Kosmos Court session @ 2012 in the 
Heh-dimension were MANKIND was put on trial and found 
guilty abhorrently violating the KOSMOS LAW.  
Read about the court proceedings, a science prosecution lawyer 
making a case from the ELOHIM JUDGE with a verdict 
recorded in the Babushka egg concept books #10. Do not miss 
it could widen a knowledge horizon to 360⁰. (Pearl #246) 
I hope to avoid writing another Babushka book waiting for my 
savior for a new Saint School assignment educating the future 
generation. Therefore, no more new stories on the Internet may 
come along as time will have run out. The atheistic world 
political system will accelerate in a full storm with more 

confusion out of control one way another 
and will end when Jesus himself comes 
with power in the sky.  
Read once more the Second Witness 
Babushka egg concept book so unusual 
not allowed & upsetting universities 
believing evolution lies now learning 
about reality getting more answers from 
the forbidden Bible. It is perhaps the last 
advice and became the 11th Babushka egg 
concept book to announce "Jonah's Last 
Warnings Gentile & Jews" now 
concluded revealing a meaning of the 

Hebrew letter #11 = Judgment. Until then, prove what is right 
and wait in faith based on TRUTH.   

Watch 17 September 2015 – 2017! 
And he said to me, “These words are trustworthy and 
true, for the Lord, the God of the spirits of the 
prophets, has sent his angel to show his servants what 
must soon take place.”  
“See, I am coming soon! Blessed is the one who keeps 
the words of the prophecy of this book. 
Do not seal up the words of the prophecy of this book, 
for the time is near. Let the evildoer still do evil, and 
the filthy still be filthy, and the righteous still do right, 
and the holy still be holy.  
“See, I am coming soon; my reward is with me, to 
repay according to everyone’s work.  I am the Alpha 
and the Omega, the first and the last, the beginning 
and the end. 
“Blessed are those who wash their robes, so that they 
will have the right to the tree of life and may enter the 
city by the gates.  
Outside are the dogs and sorcerers and fornicators and 
murderers and idolaters, and everyone who loves and 
practices falsehood. (Rev. 22:6-14) 
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God’s Plan for Mankind represented in a Hebrew clock across eons of time. 
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